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Abstract

Wepropose a Reinforcement Function Design Process in two steps. The
first one translates a natural language description into an instance of the
Reinforcement Function General Expression. The second tunes parameters of
constraints in this expression, so as to obtain the optima! definition of thefunction
(relative to exploration). We separate the constraints according to the type of
state variable estimator on which they act, in particular: position and velocity.

Using a particular, but representative Reinforcement Function (RF)
expression, we study the relation between the Sum of each reinforcement type and
the RF parameters during the exploration phase of the learning. For linear
relations, wepropose an analytic method to obtain the RF parameters values (no
experimentation requires). For non-linear, but monotonous relations, wepropose
the Update ParameterAlgorithm (UPA) and show that UPA can efficiently adjust
the proportion of negative and positive reinforcements received during the
exploratory phase of the learning.

Additionally, westudy thefeasibility and consequences of adapting the RF
during the learning process so as to improve the learning convergence of the
system. Dynamic-UPA allows the whole learning process to maintain a desired
ratio of positive and negative rewards. Thus, we introduce an approach to solve
the exploration-exploitation dilemma - a necessary step for eflïcient
Reinforcement Learning.

We illustrate, with several experiments involving robots (mobile and ami),
the performance of the proposed design methods. Finally, we emphasize the main
conclusions and present somefuture directions of research.



Chapter 1

Introduction

The underlying concept in Reinforcement Learning is as simple as it is

attractive: to learn by trial and error from the interaction with the environment.

This approach allows us to deal with problems where a learning technique

searches to improve the performance of the agent (the learner) over time.

Reinforcement Learning groups a set of such techniques, and it uses a

performance measure based on two types of signals given by a Critic or

Reinforcement Function: penalty and reward.

The use of these techniques is closely related to the conditions imposed on

each type of problem. In the easiest case, a problem is provided with a world

model (Reinforcement and Transition Functions) and can be modeled by means of

a Markovian Decision Process. In more difficult cases, the Transition Function is

unknown and, today, two widely known algoritth based on the Temporal

Differences Method: Adaptive Heuristic Critic [Sutton, 1988] and Q-Leaming

[Watkins, 1989] are able to deal with the situation of an unknown model.

If the state-action space of the system is so large that it forbids an explicit

representation of the agent’s internal structure (i.e. tables, tuples, etc.), it is

mandatory to consider strategies that generalize. Today, the state of the art

positions Artificial Neural Networks as an obvious tool to implement

generalization. Moreover, large spaces complicate the exploratory process. In

particular, the exploration-exploitation dilemma becomes especially delicate.



Therefore, it is necessary to develop exploration strategies closely related to those

of memorization and generalization.

Over the last ten years, the evolution of the Reinforcement Learning

techniques has impacted on a closely related field: Robot Learning. In Robot

Learning, a robot must improve its performance over time; and the RL paradigm

suits this definition well in that the performance measure can be used to achieve

the goal: In fact, the Discount Reinforcement Infinite Sum is used due to its useful

convergencc property.

However whatever criterion is used, in all cases it depends of the Reinforcement

Function definition. Unfortunately, it is not simple to define such a function,

especially in many applications with physical systems (i.e., robots) whose states

are represented by means of the sensor activity (numerical values) where humans

are more at ease with symbolical values. Thus, the definition of the Reinforcement

Function constitutcs a critical point for the implementation of RL.

The objective of this thesis is to study the design of the Reinforcement

Function and introduce an approach to undertaking this task Additionally, we

study the feasibility and consequences of adapting the Reinforcement Function

during the learning process so as to improve the performance of the system.

As a first step, we propose a general expression for the RF. It is expressed

in terms of constraints, which depend of a set of values: the Reinforcement

Function Parameters. We also suggest a Reinforcement Function Design Process,

with two main stages. The first one translates a natural language description into

an instance of the Reinforcement Function General Expression. The second one

tunes parameters of constraints for obtaining the optimal definition of the function

(relative to exploration).

Based on a particular (but generic) case of the Reinforcement Function

with two constraints (one associated with positive reinforcement and the other



with negative ones), we proposc an analytic method and an algorithm (Update

Parameters Algorithm, or UPA) to obtain the value of the Reinforcement Function

Paramcters.

As a second step, we studied the possibility and utility of changing the

definition of the Reinforcement Function (parameter tuning) in a dynamic way

during the Learning Phase, and we show the consequences on the exploration

exploitation dilemma.

A rule for tuning the RF parameters during UPA execution involves

changing the function to obtain an ideal ratio of positive and negative

reinforcements defined in advance. Before learning, UPA guarantees a balanced

proportion of reinforcements during exploration. During learning, UPA modulates

the exploration-exploitation relation. In both cases, the results are improvements

of the learning performance (quality and time).

The idea of using the variations of the performance as an evaluation

criterion has been partially explored by some authors. For example, [Schmidhuber

et al., 1997] use as a criterion acceptance (or rejection) of previously imposed

changes on a Policy, the evolution of the Reinforcements Sum received from the

last change. [Mataric, 1994a, 1994b], and [Millán, 1996] use progress estimators

to measure the evolution of the system in achieving sub-objectives (for simple

behaviors with an associated metric) expressed in the RF. On the other hand,

[Ackley and Littman, 1991] introduce an Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning

scheme where RL allows individuals to improve their performance along their

life. Thus, the performance of the complete system is indirectly used for

accepting, or not, changes of the RF definition of each individual. However, it is

our opinion that these attempts failed to achieve a rigorous development in

regards to the exploration-exploitation dilemma, and its related matter: learning

speed, convergence, etc.



The neural implementation of the RL used in the experimental parts of this

thesis. is based on the clustering properties of the Radial Basis Function Artificial

Neural Networks [Moody and Darken, 1989]. The need to achieve an appropriate

discretization of the situation-action space through clustering has lead us to add to

the update rule of the neural network a growing strategy.

This dissertation has been organized in the following way. In chapter 2, we

review the Reinforcement Learning and the associated open issues. In chapter 3,

wc describe our contribution to the study and development of the Reinforcement

Function. In Chapters 4 and 5, we illustrate, with several experiments involving

robots. the efficiency of our proposed method. Results are analyzed and discussed.

Finally, in chapter 6, we emphasize the main conclusions of this work and present

some future directions of research.



Chapter 2

Issues to address in Reinforcement Learning

2.1 Introduction

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an approach using a critic that gives a

reinforcement signal (penalty, punishment or the null reward). This signal is an

evaluation of the action carried out by the agent in a given state. The goal of the

RL is to synthesize an (optimal) behavior that maximizes the rewards over time.

Dynamic Programming deals with some of the problems related to this

kind of learning, mainly by the use of two algon'thms: Policy and Value Iteration

[cited and explained in Kaebling et al., 1996]. However, this particular approach

requires that

1) the problem has to be modeled as a Markovian Decision Process.

2) the existence of a world model and

3) finite spaces of states and actions.

These constraints do not match with a large set of applications and real

cases. In [Sutton, 1988], Sutton introduces a careful study of the Temporal

Differences method: if the world model is unknown, this method allows us to deal

with the temporal credit assignment problem. That is, how to assign

rcsponsibilitics to the actions carried out in the past for current delayed

reinforcements. He proposes the Adaptive Heuristic Critic (AHC), which does not

require an explicit knowledge of the Transition Function of the system



One year later, [Watkins, 1989] introduces the Q-Learning that has one

major advantage ovcr Sutton's proposal: he joins the Evaluation and Policy

functions in the Q-function, allowing in this process to probe the mcthod's

convergence [Watkins and Dayan, 1992].

Dcspite these important contributions, the necessity of a finite state-action

space represents a serious obstacle to real RL applications. Most of the time, it is

not fcasible to use these techniques in applications whose state space is too large

to bc computationally treated. Therefore, the learning scheme must provide a

methodology to memorize and generalize the gathered knowledge. Generalization

and memorization processes are intimately connected. Generalization is the ability

to associate a legitimate output with an unforeseen input. The generalization

process must not only allow the system to decide what action to perform in an

unknown state, but it must also allow the updating rule to generalize with respect

to the current state-action pair. This problem is known as structural credit

assignment [Mahadevan and Connell, 1992].

The exploration process is also a difficult task when dealing with huge

state-action spaces. Since the agent cannot visit the whole set of states, it must

have some strategy to select the relevant ones. This strategy involves the

generalization methodology. The information obtained for a state-action pair may

be generalized to anothers, allowing the exploration to focus on other particular

regions of the search space.

During the last ten years, a number of contributions on memorization,

gencralization and cxploration have been made, allowing the use RL in real

applications ([Dietterich, 1997], [Sutton, 1998], [Harmon, 1998]). Nevertheless,

when a RL developer wants to employ this technique, he/she has to

translate the specification of the desired behavior (given, at least, in a

natural language) into a definition of the Reinforcement Function.



Some problems arise due to an inability of their descriptions to provide a

precise-enough specification of the RF. Except pure delay problems (such as

backgammon, “car in the hill”, etc.) which are associated with a unique

reinforcement value corresponding to the goal state, most cases of real

applications with continuous output sensors (such as in robotics) present serious

difficulties for defining an adequate RF definition.

So, memorization, generalization, exploration and RF design are four issues

that must be deal with. Figure 2.1 sketches out the RL scheme where each issue

can be related to the RL components.

World. r.» —\
action

perception

Learner S
l

l l J, l

"1 Reinforcement r Learning ¡rn
e Function Rule g

g; am ïQ(8,a)
a L-—— =°

E Memory E
5 _ _ Q(s,a) :

s

Figure 2.1. Reinforcement Learning Scheme. Here, the four issues to
address in RL (memorization, generalization, exploration and RF design) can be

related to the components of the RL. (ref.: s —situation, ae" —action, r —
reinforcement, and aopt—action that maximizes the Q-function for the current

situation).



2.2 Memorization and generalization

Today, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) provide a powerful tool to deal

with the representation problem in RL [Sehad and Touzet, 1994]. ANNS are a

formal approach inspired by some characteristics of biological neural networks;

mainly characten'zed by their emergcnt properties of memorization, generalization

and clusteríng [Hertz et a], 1991] [Sanger, 1991] [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990].

Basically, ANN are used in RL as function. For example, with Q-Learning,

the ANNs are used to approximate the Q-function. Also, the clusteríng property of

the ANN is primarin useful to deal with huge state-action spaces.

We will review the most significant works involving ANNs and RL,

although we will not cover in detail the numerous contributions. In each case, we

will only describe how the RL is implemented with ANNs and not what each

ANN is. In particular, we will emphasize the neural implementations that take

advantage of clusteríng techniques.

2.2.1 Multilayer Perceptrons with gradient techniques

[Lin, 1992] and [Lin, 1993] introduce a set of algorithms combining

multilayer perceptrons (MLP) using backpropagation [Rumelhart and McClelland,

1986] with more traditional methods in RL. He uses MLPs for representing the

Valuation-function (V-function) and the Policy function in AHC, and calls it

AHCON. In the case of the V-function, the MLP has as many inputs as there are

elements in the situation vector, and the unique output of the network gives the

value of the function (for the current situation). This perceptron has a hidden layer

with a variable number of units. For the Policy function, he used another MLP,

with the same input and an output layer with the utility of act each possible action.

The weights are updated using the classical gradient-descent technique.



There are two possible implementations:

1. One MLP for each possible action,

2. One MLP with as many output units as the number of possible

actions.

The first option does not allow generalization across actions since each

action is represented in a different network. The second one overcomes that

difficulty, but it has the following problem. Each time an output unit is selected,

the updating rule can only be applied to the weights connecting the hidden layer

with the selected unit, but not to the remaining ones. This is because only one

action was conducted in the environment and the value of the TD error for the

others are unknown.

Lin also proposes an ANN implementation for Q-Learning. He named it

Q-CON (Fig. 2.2). The differences with AHCON are that just one type of network

is needed to represent the Q-function. But, the same question applies: should the

Q-function be implemented with a single network or more than one?

Q(s,ai) Q(s,a1)

Q(s,an)

Figure 2.2. Two possible approaches to deal with the Q-function implementation

using MLP. Left, one network - one action approach. Right, one network 

multiple actions approach.



2.2.1.1 Generalizatíon across actions using multilayer perceptrons

Generalization across actions could be implemented using a unique MLP

(with backpropagation) in which output units code action values. However, it

cannot easily be implemented using RL. If the action suggested by the network is

associated with a positive reinforcement, then the action performed is the desired

one. But, if it is not the case, what is the error to backpropagate to unmap the

“wrong situation-action association”?

[Touzet, 1994,1997b] introduces an action decomposition mechanism that

allows us to:

1. Obtain a quantitative measure of the error when an action is associated

with a negative reinforcement,

2. Unmap incorrect situation-action associations without destroying the

memory (in the weight of the connections) of other situation-action

pairs.

The decomposition mechanism allows competitive learning with the MLP

and its use in RL is known as Q-COMP.

2.2.1.2 Residual gradient methods

The methods using backpropagation with MLP based on the minimization

of the TD error must use an estimation of the V-function for the next situation

(x’). Such an estimation (V(x’)) is obtained by presenting the x' value to the

network. However, the weight of the connections corresponds to the current

situation (time t) and not to the situation x' (time t+1).

After updating the weight of the connections, the value of the V-function

for the situation x' changes also. That is, the estimation of the V-function used for

the situation x’ is not accurate. So, convergence to local minimum of this method

cannot be guaranteed. To overcome this problem, [Baird, 1995] proposed an

updating rule for the weight values at time t. He takes into account the TD error at

time t and the gradient of the network output at time t+1 and time t. This method



is known as the Residual Gradient method and can be summarized by the

following cquation

Aw. = o¿(r(x,.a, )+ 7V(x,+l,w,)-v(x, ,w,){7 avg: ' W!)_ BVS: w,)]

wherc a and y are positive constants less than 1.

A version of the residual gradient method for Q-learning [Harmon, 1998]

AW,= a(r(x, ,a, 'YmGXQ(x,+¡aa,“ rw!)_ Q(xl ’al ' w!

[Y aQ(xr+l’al+li wi) _ av(xl ’al w!aw, aw,

2.2.2 Radial Basis Function networks

[Anderson, 1993] uses a Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network

[Moody and Darken, 1989] for the Q-learning control of an inverse pendulum

(Fig. 2.3). The units in the hidden layer do not have a traditional gaussian

activation function, but a radial basis function given by

P
O otherwise

1 di 'f d<__. l _
Yj= I p

where dj: 2(x¡ —wfl.)z, w}.iis the connection weight between the input i with
I'=l

the hidden unit j, p dcfines the radius of the basis function, and n is the dimension

of the input. The activation function of the two output units is a linear one given

by

Ihídden _ unil:

01: E Vu" Yi)
i=0

where vu is the connection weight between the output unit l and the hidden unit i.

Exploration is implemented by means the computation of the following

probability



={(1—o.5x) if Q(x,,10)>Q(x,,-1o)0.57€ otherwise

where Q(xt ,10) and Q(x,,-lO) are the output layer values and 0 < 7»< 1. So, the

effective action on the environment is:

a _ 10 with probabilin p
"’ —1o with probability 1-p'

The error e, = rt+l+7maxQ(x,H,a,H)—Q(x,,a,) is used for updating the
ar+l

connection weights in the network using the backpropagation rule

AW“ = g erYijk (xi _ wji) and Avjí = Betyi a

where B> O is the learning rate.

Q(s,10) Q(Sr10)

situation

Figure 2.3. RBF network architecture for Q-function implementation in the
[Anderson, 1993] proposal. The hidden units have radial basis activation functions
(non gaussian). The weights of the network are updated by backpropagating the
TD error. The tuning of the hidden units is carried out by the Restarting Hidden
Unit Method. '

Since backpropagation does not take into account the local tuning property

of the hidden units [Moody and Darken, 1989], after updating each weight, the

algorithm checks for units without representativity. If certain conditions are

verified (with respect to the activation state of the hidden units and the TD error) a

process, called Hidden Unit Restarting, is launched with the objective of tuning

12



the hidden units with

{qvl.jl+lv2.j’) > cmo:min
jzl"Hidden _uníl:

where cm is choosen experimentally.

We want to emphasize that while in the MLP irnplementation the

information on the input is distributed along the whole hidden layer, in RBF

networks the continuous space of the state variable is represented by clusters.

2.2.3 Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller networks

[Kretchmar and Anderson, 1996] are interested in the “car in the hill"

problem using RL with two clustering Neural Network approaches: Cerebellar

Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) [Albus, 1975] and RBF networks.

CMAC allows them to obtain a new representation of the vector input with

a discretization of the input space and a careful codification of these intervals. The

discretization is carried out by defining a grid (or tiling) and the codification by

definition of a set of boxes. Each set of boxes represents an interval of the

discretization in each dimension of the input space. The sets of boxes coding

neighboring intervals on the input space are overlapped. This strategy of

clusten'ng gives a method of generalization along the input space (Fig. 2.4).

Changing the number of pieces on the tiling and the number of boxes can

control the capability of generalization for a given problem. A small number of

boxes per tiling implies that each box must generalize for a large sub-region in the

domain. If the Q-function is smooth, then few boxes can be an interesting solution

for the number of boxes-number of pieces on the tiling trade-off. However, if the

Q-function has large variations along its domain, an increase in the number of

boxes would be appropriate.
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Figure 2.4. Discretizacion of a two-dimensional input space. Each frame in the
tiling represents a hidden unit. The number of b0xes in the tiling is given by the
discretization interval in each dimension of the input (m and n). Areas between

dash lines and closer solid lines show the overlap between intervals, which favor
the generalization between intervals. The clustering and generalization criterion is

obtained by means of a careful discretization of the input space.

Kretchmar and Anderson probe several values of number of boxes and

pieces on the tiling and checked the number of trials to obtain the minimum

number of steps to reach the goal “car in the hill”. The best results were obtained

for a larger number of pieces on the tiling and few boxes (25 pieces and 2x2 boxes

compared with the smaller 2 and 7x7 respectively). The comparison with RBF

and Normalized RBF (NRBF) networks leads them to ¡believe that the RBF

networks with fixed deviation in the gaussian functions are best in this case.

Both, CMAC and RBF require, in advance, an estirnation of the number

the clusters. Also, CMAC requires defining the interval of discretization of the

state space.

2.2.4 Self-Organizing Maps

Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), or Kohonen Maps [Kohonen, 1982]

[Kohonen, 1989] exhibit the important capability of representing a



multidimensional distribution on a single layer (also called a Kohonen layer)

arranged usually in one or two dimensions. After learning, the distribution of the

output unit wcights obscrvcs the same distribution as the training data. So,

patterns close in the input space produce the activation of the same output unit (or

close ones).

[Sehad, 1996] made a neural implementation of Q-learning using a two

dimensional SOM. The input of the network was the vector of the situation, the

action and the associated Q-value. The complete situation-action space is

clustercd by a number of clusters equals to the number of units. The neighborhood

and clustering properties of the Kohonen map allows generalization across the

situation-action space.

Since the classical activation and updating methods used in these kind of

networks is modified for Q-learning, we will describe briefly this modification

(see Fig. 2.5). When an agent obtains a new situation, an input pattem formed by

the situation vector, a null action and an associated Q-value equal to +1

({situation,,+l}) is presented to the network. The idea is to locate the unit coding

for closest situation-action pair with maximum Q-value associated. To carry out

this task a distance measure is defined as

d='x—w,-‘ +I1-w,-Q|,

where w¡‘is the weight associated to the situation component of the unit i and w?

is the element of the weight vector of the same unit corresponding to the

associated Q-value.

An Associative Memory Probing process identifies the unit with the

closest (weight) vector and supplies information about the value of the effective

action a,” to be conducted.

A value of reinforcement r and a new situation x' are obtained after taking

action aq, in the world. For obtaining the maximum Q-value associated with x',

first we must minimize



d =lx'—w,.’+Il-wf2l,

and then assign Qmax= ma(x)Q(x',a') z wjg.a‘EA x'
)

where j * is the index of the winner unit of the Associative Memory Probing.

Then, a new input is constructed, but in this case with the following

structure: {situatiomadp}. Again, a winner unit (i*) is obtained minimizing the

following distance

+d =.x—w¡’ ae” -w¡°

where wf is the weight vector part of the associated action for the unit i.

The connection weights of the winner (i*) and the connection weights of

its neighbors are updated following the classical Kohonen rule (using a4)r, x and

the Q value given by the Q-Learning rule:

Q1.H(x’aejï ): Q, (x, ae” )+a(r+ 7Qmax_ Q! (x)aefi’ 7

where0<a,7 <1).

Environment

Effective action U ¿aún
g,.................................J..........................._. Updaüng ............. g

j Exploration I Rule ]
Cl t V t

Action proposed by SOM us er‘ ec or
SOM .......................e.

SOM

{situation,effective_action, }
{situation, ,+1}
Action selection Parameter Updating

Figure 2.5. Q-Learning with a Self-Organizing Map implementation (Q
KOHON). Left, action obtained using Associative Memory Probing.The

exploration process adds noise to the proposed action. Right, an Associative
Memory Probing is used again for identifing the unit (and neighborhood) to be

updated.



As the learning proceeds, the radius of the neighborhood decreases with

each iteration. At the end of the learning phase, each cluster has associated a

positive value of Q.

Sehad made comparisions with other techniques for memorization and

generalization (Fig. 2.6), and she found that the SOM is a better implementation

in terms of memory requirements, number of iterations and learning time.

However, this type of neural implementation requires being able to define, in

advance, the number of necessary clusters for the Q-function representation.

'“ _l' Memory size
Q-iczsming ‘ Number of itmzuíous

“amm, ng Lean-ásig time

Figure 2.6. Comparison of several implementations of Q-learning for
learning an obstacle avoidance behavior (pure Q-Learning, Q-Learning
with Statistical Clustering and Hamming Clustering [Mahadevan and

-Connell, 1991], Dyna-Q [Sutton, 1990], Q-COMP and Q-KOHON.
Reproduced from [Sehad, 1996]).

2.3 Exploration

RL is an active learning technique; that is, the learner must execute actions

in order to generate training data. Exploration refers to the process of selecting

actions in active learning. Besides, agents need to re-act previous rewarding

actions to fit the values of the V-function (or Q-function) in order to improve the

obtained Policy. On the other hand, the agent must select the action that

maximizes the expected Q-value to obtain the maximum number of positive

reinforcements. This component of the learning is called exploítation.



Convergence requires a complete exploration of the situation and actions,

which is forbidden by the huge situation-action space. If the agent uses all the

time to exploit known rewarding situation-action pairs it will lose the opportunity

to explore better potential ones. Therefore the tradeoff exploration-exploitation

must be cut out. It is called the exploration-exploitation dilemma .

2.3.1 Random exploratíon

Random exploration is frequently used to deal with small situation-action

spaces. This strategy is based on the expectation that, after a large number of

iterations the complete set of states and actions is visited. l-lowever, random

exploration does not take advantage of the information obtained by itself (for

example, number of times the states were visited, last time of a visit, etc.), neither

is the information obtained by the learning technique, nor the knowledge about the

world model. Henee, it is very ineffieient.

2.3.2 Semi-uniform exploration

If the transition function of the world model is known, and the number of

actions is finite, then Semi-uniform distribution method [Thrun, 1992] improves

the random exploration performance based on the maximization of the expected

V-function value (or Q-value) to be reached by enacting each possible action.

Formally, an action a will be chosen according to the following probability

l - P
h h Id - . .Bhnxlwld+—I-.m_a_ tj. a maxlmlze )

P (a ) = # actions ,
——1—BMW“ otherwise
# actions

where #actions is the cardinal of the action set, and Bmw“ is fixed in advance

and controls exploration-exploitation balance. The function f ( ) is defined as

f(a) = ZPn-(aW' (x)

where P“. (a) is the probability to pass from the state x to the state x' performing



the action a and V' is the estimator of the V-function for the situation x'.

In a similar way, in the Boltzman distribution exploration, the exploration

exploitation balance is controlled by the Temperature variable T. At the

beginning, the T value favors random exploration while, at the end it favors pure

cxploitation.

2.3.3 Counter based exploration

Another approach considers the information that the exploration process

obtains about itself. This method improves over those mentioned previously.

[Thrun, 1992] proposes several methods that he called directed exploration

cxploitation methods. They use the gathered data with respect to the number of

times a state is visited, and the elapsed time since the last visit. In particular, he

proves that one of them (Counter-based exploration) has polynomial complexity

(with respect to the number of states) generating an important improvement with

respect to the exponential complexity exhibited by a random one in “go to the

goal” applications.

2.3.4Error-counter-based exploration

Another option to help the action selection process is to consider the

accuracy of the information obtained by the RL method during learning. If a

world model is available, then the Error-counter-based exploration [Thrun, 1992]

can be considered. It takes into account the change of the V-function (or Q

function) for the last occurrence of a state (or state-action pair (x,a)). So, the

action to be conducted will be chosen according to the maximization of the

following evaluation function

evalm(a)=0Lf(a)+fi +BElAth/x,a]



where [3>0, c(x) is the number of visits so far for the situation x,

E[c/ x,a]= ZP“.(a):(x') is the expected value of the counter c(x) for the action

a from the situation x, and f ( ) has the same definition as in the semi-uniform

exploration method.

2.3.5 Entropy-based exploration

[Zhang and Canu, 1996] propose a strategy where such world model

knowledge is not necessary. They introduce an uncertainty measure as a bias of

the Q-function value. It uses the number of times n;.(t) before time step tthat the

action a was executed when the agent was in state x and made a transition to state

x’, it is possible to compute a maximum likehood estimator of the state transition

probability by:

"¿.(t)
ni (t)

where n: (t) is the number of times that action a was performed from the situation

¡DL-(a):

x before time step t. The uncertainty measure used by Zhang and Canu is the

entropy on each situation x and it is computed according to

H ' (x)= - pL-(a)log(pi,.(a))
¡EA z)

where A(x) is the action set for the situation x. The updating rule for Q-learning

with TD(0) becomes in

Q(x,a)(- (1- 0L)Q(x,a)+(¡{r+701%){Q(x',a')—

The sign of H '(x) has the following explanation: for the immediate

reward case, the bigger the uncertainty of the situation x’, the smaller the certainty

of taking the maximum benefit from its associated Q-value.
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2.3.6 Exploration in continuous spaces

So far, the methods discussed do not consider continuous state-action

spaces. Nevertheless, several of these approaches can be adapted using convenient

clustering techniques and applying previous criteria (2.4.2 to 2.4.5) to the clusters

or subsets of state-action pairs.

However, we would like to mention a particular case where exploration is

carried out in continuous spaces without any associate clustering technique.

[Thrun, 1996] proposes using competence maps. A competence map is a function

that has the same domain of the function to approximate (target function) and its

image is the real space. It gives an estimation of the error for a given input (state

action pair). So, the state-action pairs to be explored are those that maximize the

competence measure. Thrun implements this approach using a Multilayer

Perceptron to approximate the competence map. The training is supervised and

minimich the error between the prediction of the competence measure and the

real error observed during the approximation of the target function. Thrun shows,

experimentally, the advantage of exploring using the competence map. In

particular, the learning aided with the presented strategy (exploration) gave him

solutions which could not be obtained, either with random exploration, nor with

pure cxploitation approaches.

However, these experirncnts were conducted for the approximation of a

function in supervised way, and certainly, it would be necessary to verify these

results in RL schemes. In RL, the error of the function to approximate can only be

estimated after an important number of iterations, and this fact represents a

significant delay for the learning of the competence map, which would also delay

the complete learning phase. Therefore, although the implementation of this kind

of exploration could be attractive, the implications of its use with RL must be

carcfully studied.



2.4 The Reinforcement Function

The RF provides a performance measure of the agent behavior in respect

to the desired behavior. It is able to consider past values of actions and states to

estimate current values of state variables not directly observable. Basically, the RF

divides the set formed by the possible situations and actions in (a few) classes

(partition). Typically, these classes are associated with positive, negative and null

rewards. Each subset inside the partition is defined by one or more constraints.

They represent the designer knowledge about the desired behavior. Constraints

may take into account not only the characteristics of the behavior itself, but also,

the dynamics of the agent during the behavior and some specific aspects of the

environment such as the shape (or some particular identification) of certain

objects, location of certain points, etc.

There have been a few attempts to classify the Reinforcement Functions,

but thcy all fail to explain the relationship between the kind of problems covered

by each class and the final description of the Reinforcement Function. For

example, [Harmon, 1998] proposes a classification of the Reinforcement Function

based on the kind of problems to be solved. He considers three classes:

1. Pure delay,

2. Games and

3. Minimal Time to Goal.

The first class refers to problems where a non-null reinforcement is only

obtained when the goal is reached. Such is the case for the inverse pendulum and

backgammon game problems. The second class is related to min-max problems,

where a set of resources must be used in optimal way. In the third class, he

includes the problems where the solutions involve a minimum cost of actions or

minimum time.

The fact that there is no a methodology available to generate a RF given a

desired behavior, agent dynamics and environment, forces the RL designers to
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spend a considerable amount of time to obtain and tune the desired RF. It is

possible to pick-up a few (specific) heuristics from several contributions to this

subject, but it is difficult to generalize them to other cases. A possible solution is

to start from a non-precise definition and to adjust it during learning. To carry out

this task, it is necessary that the learning technique possess some measure of its

performance to learn.

2.4.1 Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning

With the purpose of studying the relationship between the learning across

two space-temporal life scales (individuals and generations), [Ackley and Littman,

1991] introduced the Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning scheme (ERL). Figure

2.7 shows a diagram describing how both approaches are combined.

Each agent has a genomc that codes two artificial neural networks. One

ANN called the Action-network expresses the knowledge about how an agent

must behave. This network receives as input the situation of the agent in the world

and gives, as output, the action to be performed. It will be tuned during the life of

the agent so as to improve its behavior. A second ANN called the Evaluation

network expresses the knowledge of how an agent evaluates each situation in the

world. It receives the same input as the Action-network and gives as output a

measure of the utility of the situation (in relation with a certain behavior). The

genomc is recombined, generation after generation, following the classical rules

given in evolutionary algorithms (crossing-over and mutation) [Goldberg 1989].

The authors set-up a series of experiments to evaluate the influence of each

type of learning, in an Artificial Life Environment. Agents share the world with

other non-adaptive entities such as carnivores and plants. RL controls the learning

during the lifetime of the agent. The Action-network is updated using a

Complementary Reinforcement Backpropagation (eited and explained by [Ackley

and Littman, 1991]) and the reinforeement signal is a function R(9Ï”,‘.Tt")—>9ï.

This function is defined based on the outputs of the Evaluation-network for two

consecutive time steps.
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Figure 2.7. ERL scheme [Ackley and Littman, 1991]. Right: the representation of
the genetic code of two individuals. The genetic code of the Offspring is obtained
from genetic rules (crossing over and mutation). Left: the networks coded by the
genome. The weights of the Action network (MLP) are updated during the life of
the individual but they are not transmited to new generations. Instead, the weights

of the Evaluation network are fixed. The reinforcement signal for the Action
network updating rule is obtained from two consecutives outputs of the

Evaluation network along time.

The objective of each experiment is “maximize agent population survival

time”. That is, if an agent correctly updates its Action-network, it will increase the

probability of surviving and procreating. This fact does not mean that its updated

Action-network will be transmitth to future generations, but that the genome with

the information of the Evaluation-network and initial weight values of the Action

network will have greater probability of transmission. Also, some changes in the

genome may improve the performance of the learning for future generations.

Our interest focuses on the changes in the Evaluation-network produced

generation-after-generation by the evolutionary learning. We see the Evaluation

network as a RF definition instead of a typical V-function such as it is presented

in the Ackley-Litmann work (they defined R(9Ï",9ï" )—->SR as

R(I,,I,_l)= V(I,)——V(I,_l)where V(I,) is the output of the Evaluation-network

when its input at time t is 1,). So, the Evolutionary part of the ERL algorithms

makes a search in the parameters space of the Evaluation-network producing

changes in the RF definition. Since the unique measure of performance for the

artificial life system is the life span, the complete ERL scheme converts it
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indirectly into a measure of the reinforcement function capability to code the

correct behavior. Thus, ERL becomes in a meta-learning scheme relative to RL.

Summarizing, we want to remark two points:

l. The existence of a superior level, or meta-learning level to carry out

the learning of the RF.

2. The existence of a performance (although indirect) measure of the

quality of the RF definition.

2.4.2 Heuristic for constructing RFs

[Mataric, 1994] undertakes the RF design with problems that violate the

Markovian Decision Proccesses assumption. These are characterized by several

limitations such as:

l. The description of a state is only a partial and noisy information of the

true state of the system,

2. the agents may pursuc multiple goals, some of which are achieved and

terminated while others are permanent,

3. some of the rewards are immediate, a few are very delayed, and plenty

of them “normally” (and even inconsistent) delayed.

To overcome these limitations, Matan'c proposes the use of two resources:

1. Build RF based on sub-RF for specific sub-goals.

2. Define Progress Estirnators for the behaviors corresponding to each

sub-goal.

The first one attempts to decrease the complexity of the problem when

compared to a monolithic approach, exploiting the possibility of defining

heterogeneous RF. Following Mataric, heterogeneous RF are functions which

include specific constraints for each sub-goal, instead a unique (or few) constraint

oriented to a monolithic goal. The second one considers different metrics for

measuring the progress of a sub-goal without interference among them. (See
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figure 2.8.)

She validated her proposal with experiments on a collective (four robots)

“foraging task” behavior. Each robot learns individually to select the better

behavior for each condition with the objective of taking and carrying the greater

number of pieces. Three types of RF were considered:

l. Traditional Monolithic RF

2. Heterogeneous RF (set of sub-RF)

3. Complex RF (heterogeneous RF with progress estimators).

To assess the performance of each RF, she compared the policies obtained

with a hand-coded optimal one. The results show, with no surprise that, the better

performance is due to the complex RF (close to 90 percent of good policies

learned over 20 trials). Also, the heterogeneous RF gave better results against

traditional monolithic one (close to 50 percent against close to 30 percent over 20

trials).

Monolithic RF Heterogeneous RF

Sub-Goal 1

Goal

Sub-Goal n

Figure 2.8 Comparision between a traditional monolithic RF (left) and a
heterogenous RF (right). If the unique goal of the RF can be expresed in sub

goals, and a sub-RF can be defined for each sub-goal, then a new heterogeneous
RF can replace to the monolithic one. Also, if some of the sub-goals have an

associated metric, then a Progress Estimator (PE) could be added to the sub-RF.

Mataric claims that the lack of success in RL for dealing with the above

described problems stem from the application of the same kind of criterion as used

for small and simple problems. With the latter ones, the task to learn is specified
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by a simple and unique goal, which is transfered by the designer into a monolithic

RF. When the problem grows in size, complexity and uncertainty, she proposes to

use plenty rewards (complex RFs).

It is obvious that by converting very delayed reward problems into less

delayed reward problems, or even, into plenty of immediate reward ones, the

learning is Simplified. The creation of sub-RFs (to include reinforcements for sub

goals) allows obtaining a partition of the state space (or state-action space) where

a greater set of points is associated with a non-null reinforcement value. Besides,

the inclusion of progress estimators further increases the size of the set of points

with a non-null associated reinforcement value. The problem, however, is to be

able to define the sub-goals and associated sub-RFs - not an easy task.

2.4.3 Measure of performance

[Schmidhuber et al., 1997] propose a method of meta-learning where the

learner has the resources to change its modifiable components.

Learning with meta-learning property satisfies the following issues:

1. It can evaluate and compare learning methods,

2. It can measure the benefits of early learning on subsequents ones,

3. It can use 2) for reasoning about the advantages of using some

strategies and discard others.

The learner is governed by a program. Initially the Instruction Pointer

register points to the cell O (starting program point). The “Policy” of the learner is

a probability matrix where rows represent cell numbers at memory storage and the

columns program instructions. So, the control will execute the instructions j at cell

i following a probability distribution over the set of Instructions (1). Some

instructions of I change the Instruction Pointer register (internal state of the

learner), the environment or the Policy.

An instruction, which changes the Policy is called Primitive Learning

Algorithm. Since the Policy can affect the learning and the learning can affect to



the Policy, the probability matrix is called a Self Modifying Policy (SMP).

In order to produce a SMP with metalearning property, the method must

guarantee that the modifications improve the learning. ln this respect, the control

cycle of the programm can refer to the Success Story Algorithm (SSA). SSA

evaluates the last changes made on the SMP using as performance measure the

sum of non-null reinforcements received between two check points (dates

corresponding to SMP modifications).

The Story Success Criteria says that a SMP modification will be accepted if

the evolution of the system since the last change increases the sum of received

reinforcements.

Althought this approach shares some similarities with Genetic Algorithms,

authors argue that both are clearly differentiated due to (among other things):

l. no population,

2. has self-modification ability, and

3. SSA calls evaluate, each time, the entire learner life.

Under the scheme proposed by Schmidhuber et al., the PLAs represent the

learning level, while the SSA the meta-learning level. In principle, the PLAs do

not need to receive a direct feedback from the environment, but through the meta

learning mechanism. Also, Q-learning can be incorporated as a PLA instruction,

resulting in an interesting case of study. While Q-learning tries to maximize the

discounted reinforcement sum, SSA tries to increase the variation of the

reinforcement sum over time. That is, while the former gives information about

global maximum, the latter gives useful information for avoiding local maxima.

Then, from this point of view, it is logical to combine both strategies.

The authors made a series of experiments where a pair of robots had to

learn a complex behavior in a partially observable environment. They tested three

implementations applying: 1) just Q-learning, 2) the SMP/SSA approach and 3)
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the SMP/SSA approach with Q-learning as a Primitive Learning Algorithm

instruction.

Although the performance of Q-learning was poor with respect to the

SMP/SSA implementation, it is interesting to emphasize that the SMP/SSA/Q

learning implementation results in an improvement (around 15 %) with respect to

the simple SMP/SSA. From the author’ point of view, this fact is interpreted as

the learning by the SMP of when to trust the Q-table.

The SMP/SSA approach allows us to obtain Policies in an alternative way

than those used classicaly in RL (Fig. 2.9). The experimental results show an

improvement of the learning performance comparing to Q-Learning. However, it

is useful to note that the results stem from simulations with Partially Observable

Environment (for which the RL techniques have severes limitations). However,

we believe that the performance improvement is due, in a large extent, to its

capability of accepting or rejecting changes based on evolution of non-null reward

over the time.

Learner

RF
RF

Learner l'
r dr

Learning Performance
Rule evolution criterion

\
Policy Self

Modif 'ng
Policy

Y

Figure 2.9. Simplified Learning Schemes for classical RL (left) and SMP/SSA
learning (right). The SMP/SSA learning introduces a criterion for controling

(accept/reject) changes in its Self Modifying Policy.

2.5 Conclusion
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Summarizing this chapter, we conclude that RL is an important resource to

approach solutions of real applications, specially taking into account the different

strategies for helping the memorization and generalization process. ANN have

endowcd to the RL of the capability to represent Policies and functions in a

compact way and, in each case, a generalization criterion allow the techniques to

extend the gathered knowledge to unvisited situation-action pairs. We will give

special importance, during neural implementation, to the ANN which allow us to

take advantage of the clustering and associative memory properties such as it is

the case of the RBF networks.

On the other hand, the exploration and, in particular the Reinforcement

Function Design, remain as two issues to be deeply studied. We would like to

emphasize that any exploration strategy has to deal with the exploration

exploitation dilemma, and typically they are difficult to implement in real

applications since they crash into severe restrictions such as time limit and huge

situation-action spaces.

Finally, although RL became an attractive approach to deal with a wide

range of problems, any implementation requires from the designer the definition

of the RF and it may unfortunately result, most the cases in a nor simple neither

immediate task, consurning an important part of time and effort. Today, there is

no a methodology for helping to the RL designer to obtain the RF definition. The

contributions devoted to this issue cannot be generalized to any case, and

therefore, we consider mandatory to increase the efforts in this direction.
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Chapter 3

Design of the Reinforcement Function

3.1 From behavior specification to Reinforcement Function definition

A behavior is a mapping between sensory states and actions. It could be

represented in several ways, and we want to distinguish three of them:

o The first one, and maybe the more usual, is a description in a natural

language. This expression has a high semantic content but it is not directly

usable to program agents (or robots).

o A second kind of representation is the codification in terms of what the agent

is able to perceive and of how it should act in conscquence. This way to

represent behaviors is directly usable to program agents (or robots).

o The third kind of description comprises: to rewarding situation-action pairs

that are part of the desired behavior and punishing those that must be

excluded.

Figure 3.1 sketches out a scheme where three methodologies to obtain

behaviors are presented. It shows the different descriptions and how each

methodology takes advantage of them. The left arrow goes from the Natural

Language description to the mapping one. This methodology requires the human

operator lo interpret the semantic of the description and code it in terms of a

program.

In the middle of the figure is represented the Supervised Learning strategy.

In this case, the human must use the behavior description to generate a
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representative learning base. Then, a supervised learning technique synthesizes

the desired mapping. But, it is not always easy to generate a learning base that is

representative. It represents an important effort of the human operator if it is

achievable.

On right of the figure, the RL approach is represented. In this case the

human task is to obtain a measure of performance that indicates in qualitative way

how good the behavior learned by the agent is, relative to a desired behavior. It is

achieved by finding a partition set of the state-action space using a set of

constraints. According to the type of constraints, several estimators (if necessary)

of the state variables are used in the Reinforcement Function definition. Then, a

RL technique generates the mapping corresponding to the RF definition. Note

that, if the description of the designer’s knowledge of how to specify the

performance measure is inexact or incomplete, the learning technique will allow

the system to evolve by maximizing the sum of reinforcements, but the obtained

behavior will not accomplish the desired task.

Natural Language Behavior Description

Algorithm ,,—
Coding Reinforcement ,’ Parameter

Function \* Tuning
Representative
Learning Base l

I

I ' 1

E SL techniques E RL teChmque‘s
' l+ v

State-action mapping Description.

Figure 3.1. Three methodologies to obtain the mapping (behavior). Solid lines
represent human effort to translate the semantic information of the description into

a formal one. Dash lines represent automatic techniques (learning).
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There is no doubt that the Reinforcement Function definitions constitute

the weakest part of the RL. There are problems where the definition of the RF can

be achieved in an immediate way. For example, the "two arms problem" has the

definition of the RF in its description. Also, there are problems where the

definition can be achieved in simple way and it is enough for the learning

technique to reach the desired behavior (i.e., pure delay reward problems such as

T-maze, or cven in some board games). However, these cases are stroneg based

on the ability of the technique to deal with the credit assignment and structural

credit assignment problems.

In spite of these cases, there are problems where the RF definition cannot

be achieved either in an immediate nor a simple way. A designer must try several

RF definitions until finding an acceptable one. What methodology could a

designer of a RL scheme use in order to define the right RF? We will point out

some aspects of the RF design and we will present some tools that may be of help

to the designer.

The RF definition process includes three steps (see figure 3.2):

1) Define a set of constraints,

2) Establish the logical relations among them,

3) Tune (if necessary) the parameters associated with each constraint.

As we mentioned in section 2.4, the RF partitions the state-action space

into a few classes (typically three). Each set of the partition defined by a complex

constraint could be expressed in terms of elementary constraints. The designer

must identify those elementary constraints and relate them by means of the use of

logical operators. Finally, if an elementary constraint depends on some kind of

parameter, the designer adjusts its value in order to complete the semantics of the

RF.
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Function

7 Description
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Figure 3.2. Scheme of the RF definition process. Right, types of description used
in each step of the process.

3.2 A general expression of the RF

There is no standard for the specification of Reinforcement Functions in

the literature. Usually, each author expresses the definition in his or her own way

without much explanation. In some cases, the details of how this function was

implemented, are not even communicated. We propose a general expression of the

RF: general in the sense that any behavior can be synthesized using an

instantiation of this expression. This general expression allows us to study some

of the major characteristics of the RF, and also allows us to propose some

automatic tool for the tuning of the RF definitions.

The general expression is given by

RF:((sl..su,a)t,..,(s¡..su,a)l—mk ,..,(s¡..su,a)0) ——>5K
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rior c ,c_ i C uc_ is true
RF((sl,..s,,a)',..,(s¡,..su,a)°)= p ( + ) f ( + _ )0 othermse

where ‘Jï is the real space,

(s¡,..,su,a)l is the sensor and action values vector at time t, and u is the

number of agent sensors, c+ is a list of constraints related with logical operators

defined by 0+ = [[not]e¡ and lor [notlez andlor..[not]e#6+] where each

expression ew:(gk oper ej), WII..#C+,is a relation (incquality or equality)

between one function gk( ) and one parameter 9,",j:l..q, with oper

e {>,<,2,S,=}, c_ is defined in similar way to c+ and prior is a predicate, which

evaluates the lists of constraints, setting the priorities between them and gives one

value of reinforcement, prior:{c+.c_} —){+1,—1}.

This general expression allows take into account past states and past

actions. We would like to emphasize that this does not intend to ignore the severe

limitations that the RL has in order to deal with non-Markovian Decision

Problems. Simply, there is an important number of cases where the environment is

partially observable and the true state maybe reconstructed using information of

the observable states evolution.

3.2.1 Examples of instantiations of the general expression

Example 1: The Khepera robot has 8 sensors: 6 at the front and 2 at the

back. Note that the value returned by an IR sensor is O when there is nothing in

front of it and 1.0 when an obstacle is nearby (0-2cm.). The complete definition of

a RF function for an obstacle avoidance behavior as given by Touzet is:

The robot receives the following reinforeement signals during the

learning phase: +1 if it is avoiding, -I if a collision occurs, or 0 otherwise...The

robot is avoiding when the current sum of sensor values is smaller than the
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previous one, the difference being greater than 0.06 and a collision occurs when

the sum of the sixfront sensors is greater than 2.90 or the sum of the back sensor

values is greater than 1.95" [T0uzct, 199721].

Using our general formalism, this RF can be rewrittcn as:

+1 if g¡((s¡,..,sa)',(s¡,..,s¡,)"')<9l is true

RF«sl...,ss)',(sl,..,s¡)'_')= —1 if (g2(s7,sa)>62 or g,(s¡,..,s6)>9,) is true.
0 otherwise

l t l-l I-l t-l l .
Where gl(ó'l,..,S3,S¡ ,..,Sa )= Z(S¡ "S¡), 82(5'7,S8)= S7+58 andl:

.

6

g3(s¡,..,s6) = 253-. The values of 91, 92, 93 are 0.06, 1.95 and 2.90 respectively.
¡:1

The lists of constraints are

c+ = [g¡(s¡,..,s6)< el] and

C- = [82(5'7v5'8) > e2 0’ 83(5'1v-w5'6)> esl

The priority between the list of constraints (given further in the original

source paper) is expressed as:

+1 if c+ is true

prior(c+,c_)={_1 ¡f (c_ and not c+) is true.

Example 2: “The inverted pendulum is a classic example of an inherently

unstable system. The state is specified by the position and velocity of the cart

and the angie between the pendulum and vertical and the angular velocin of the

pendulum. The only information regarding the goal of the task is provided by the

failure signal, or reinforcement, r,, whichsignals either the pendulum falling past

i12° or the cart hitting the bounds of the track at ilm.” [Anderson, 1993].
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—1 if 81(Sl)> 91

RF(S1,S2)= 0' 82(6'2)> 92
0 otherwise

where g¡(x) = g2(x) = IxIand 91:12, 02:1. The lists of constraints are c+ = false

and c_ = [g¡(s¡) > 9l or g2(s2) > 92]. The priority predicate prior is

_ +1 if c, is true

prior(c,,c_)= {_1 if a ¿y m

Example 3: “AutonoMouse V (AM hereafter) is a small [...] robot. Its

sensory apparatus is: two light sensors, one sonar, three whiskers, and a 'change

of direction’ sensor [...] It is also provided with two motors which control two

tracks [ they] are moved by sending two bits messages which correspond to the

following possible movements of each track: move backward at speed one, stay

still, move forward at speed one and move forward at speed two”

[Dorigo,Colombetti & Borghi, 1996]. The authors define:

a) the RF associated with the light-approaching behavior as: “After each

move, the robot is rewarded tf its distance from the light decreases,

otherwise it is punished."

b) and, the RF associated with light-searching behavior as: if the sonar

senses an obstacle, the AM is rewarded if it movesforward and at the same

time it turns in the same direction of the previous move. As soon as the

sonar does not sense the obstacle any longer, AM is rewarded if, while still

movingforward, it turns in the opposite direction...”.

In reference to the light-approaching behavior: let l-' and lá” be the valueizq

of the left and right eyes at time t, respectively, we can rewrite the RF as:

+1 gl(lilzq'li'z;l)>0 or gl(l:ier’ltli;:)>0

RF(I.;, ,15,“, t, , 1.2::)= —1 g. (1.2,,JL: )< 0 and gl (tiva: )< o
0 otherwise

where g¡(a, b) = b —a. The lists of constrajnts are



C+=[gl(lilzqvl:z:ïl)>el or gl(l:íer,l:i;rl)>el]

-1 —1
and C_ = [gl (1,!zq,l¡'lzq)< 91 and 31(12”,l;er)< 91J,

where 91 =0.

The prior-¡typredicate prior is

+1 if c+ is true

prior(c+’c')={—l if c is true"

In reference to the light-searching behavior, let s" be the sonar signal, a;

and a: the actions on the left and right wheels, rcspectively, all at time t.

mts,(a,,a,)',(a,,a,)"‘)=+1

¿r g.(s')>el and 82((a,,a,)',(a,.a,)‘-'):1 au 33((a,,a,)‘)>o a

g.(s')<e. and 84((a,.a,)',(a,,a,)“'):1 and grabar)»

where g¡( )is the identity function,

g2((a,.a,)',(a,,a,)"‘)=a(a:,a;-‘)*s(a:.a:-‘),

g3(a:,a:)=a:+a:,

g4((a,,a,7,(a,,a,7")=¿(a;,a:")*6(a:,a:")

y

0 otherwise 'and 6(x,y)={1 if x

The constraint c+ is

¡s')<91 and 34(a,,a,)',(a,,a,)"' =1 and g;(al,a,)'C :|: if ¿(s’ha and gzÉ(a,,a,)',(a,,a,)H;=1 and g32(a,,a,)'

>0 or
>0 '
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3.3 Specifying constraints in the Reinforcement Function

As wc previously mentioned, the designer of a RL scheme expresses the

semantics of the task to be carried out in terms of RF constraints. These

constraints could be constructcd starting from elementary (simpler) constraints

related with logical operators. The aim of constructing constraints based on

elementary ones is to allow the instantiation of the general expression in a

particular definition of the RF. From this point of view, it is useful to characterize

some of the elementary constraints according to the type of the state variable on

which they operate. Thus, we distinguished two types of functions g( ): position

estimators and velocity estimators. In both cases, the obtained estimations will be

relative to the agent’s environment and their precision will depend on the nature

of the sensors used.

3.3.1 Example of constraint definition based on a NL description

ln order to illustrate our idea about “specifying constraints” for RF

definition, we consider a mobile robot (agent) of circular shape with proximity

sensors distributed along its perimeter. We suppose that the behavior description

is "follow the wall on the right-hand side".

Since the robot should follows parallel trajectories with respect to the right

wall, the RF should possess a constraint that rewards state-action pairs, which

preserve a distance, more or less constant between the longitudinal axis of the

robot and the wall. The domain of the estimator g( ) should be formed by the

values of the robot's right-hand side sensors. This estimator should be, in order to

characterize the state-action pairs with positive reinforcement, associated with two

elementary constraints: g( )< 9,, and g( )>02 (9l >92). The values of 49land

62 will be adjusted according to the definition of g( ), the type of used sensors

and the characteristics of the environment.
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3.3.2 Estimators of position in the sensory space

Typically, the scnsors give an estimate of the distance between an agent

and an object, and this could be used like a measure of their relative position in

the environment. However, the concept of position could vary according the

sensory space. For example, if the sensors perceive temperature in a three

dimensional space, the position would be an estimation of the field function

(F 2913—>9ï) value. Anyway, here we will refer to scnsors that give a distance

estimation, since the generalization to other types of sensors can be made

straightforwardly.

l) If the scnsors measure the area free of objects around the agent, the

integration of the perceived areas of each sensor gives a measure of the

average distance of the agent with respect to its closer environment. We

call integral estimator the function g( ) that implements this approach.

An approximation could be defined by

SI= zpisi
ieSemar_index_:el

where the Sensor_index_set contains the sensor indexes involved in this

estimation, and p¡ is a constant associated to each sensor (related with its

sensitivity and coverage area). If all the scnsors have the same

characteristic, then p¡ =1 l'or all ¡e Sensor_index_set and S, could be

Simplified to

S, =kd XS, ,
¡e Sensor _ index _ se!

where kd is a proportional constant between the area perceived by the

scnsors and the average distance between the agent and its surrounding

objects. If the scnsors have no objects in front of them, their output values
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2)

will be maximum and the size of the area estimated by S, will also be

maximum. If the agent approaches an object, the output of one or several

sensors will decrease, then the size of the area estimated by S, will also

decrease.

Instead of the integration of the perceived areas, the distance to the nearest

object S," could be obtained by means of a maximum (or minimum)

estimator 5'," given by

S’ - min
m _ ie Sensor_index_Serbia. }'

where Sensor_index_set and p¡ have the same meaning used as S, . If the

sensors have no objects in from of them, their output value will be

maximum and the value of S," will also be maximum. If the agent

approaches some zone of the environment with more than a object, the

output of one or several sensors will decrease, and the value of S," will

decrease according to the output of the sensor detecting the closer object.

The estimator S," allows the robot to know which sensor is specially

affected by the surrounding objects. The information supplied by S," corresponds

to a smaller region (Fig. 3.3.0) of the environment than the one supplied by S,

(Fig. 3.3.b). On the other hand, S, appears to be more useful when a general

knowledge (not precise) is required. For example, to avoid bumping into an

obstacle, S," is more useful - to seek for open space, S, is adequate. Figure 3.3

shows a comparison between integral and minimum position estimator from a set

of 16 sensor around of a circular robot (Nomad 200).
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b . . ‘

Figure 3.3. Comparison between integral and minimum (maximum) position
estimator. Representation of the coverage area by the sensors (16) around the

robot. The closer the obstacle, the smaller the output of the sensor. The triangular
surfaces represent the area covered (free of obstacles) by each sensor. Data were

obtained from a Nomad 200 Simulator. (a) A circular robot among two close
obstacles (rectangles). (b) The sum of the triangular surfaces gives an estimation

of the distance average from the robot to the surrounding obstacles (integral
estimators). (c) The minimum sensor output gives an estimation of the distance to

the closer object (minimum estimator).

3.3.3 Position change estimators

The positions estimators are useful to define constraints on the relative

position of the agent with respect to an object, but they are insufficient to define

constraints on the agent dynamics. Let us consider the obstacle avoidance

behavior. One can put several constraints related to the position of the agent with

respect to the obstacle, but these do not completely define the behavior

performance: it is not possible to characterize the escaping move with only

position estimators. If the agent finds an object and chooses an action so that its
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ncxt position is farther than previous ones, but still very close, it is avoiding the

obstacle in a undcsirable way. Thereforc, it is mandatory that the RF has a way of

estimating the speed at which it is avoiding the obstacles. We will consider two

types of velocity estimation:

1) The change of the total perceived area by the sensors over time (S ),

2) The change of the minimum (maximum) perceived area by the

sensors over time (Si,l ).

In both cases, we propose to use an approximation of the derivativcs of S, and

S," in order to obtain such an estimate.

2)

Let S, (t) and S, (t + 1) be the values of the integral estimator at time t and

[+1 respectively, then the velocity of change of S, (or diferential

estimator) can be approximated by

S. ¿si =Sl(r+1)-S,(r)
I At At '

If S > 0, it implies that the agent moved away from the object (or objects)

respectively to its previous position at t. For example, 5', >€ (s >0)

could bc an adequate constraint for positive reward if one wants to reward

escaping obstacles.

Let Snl(t) and Sm(t+1) bc estimations of the distance from the agent to

the closer object at time t and [+1 respectively; then the rate of change of

S," can be approximated byi
I"

At A!
S. = Sm(t+1)-Sm(t)_

If .S',',I> 0, it implies that the agent moved away from some object (or some

objects) that affect a particular region in its surrounding.
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S encompasses general variation of all sensors. It is not restricted to a

particular sensor (as would be S; ) and therefore is more accurate in asserting the

global evolution. As for position estimators, position change estimators are to be

selected depending on the precision of the information. If many position

variations can be adequate, certainly S; is to be selected. For example, Fig. 3.4

(top) shows a robot in two consecutives situations (time t and t+1), and the

bottom part of the figure shows two plots with the values of the position

estimators S, and Sm (at time t and t+1). The arrows in both plots represent the

value of the position change estimator S} and S (left and right respectively). S;

gives more precise information about the closer object (smallest rectangle in the

figure). The negative slope of the arrow (5;) in the right plot says the robot is

approaching to an object. Instead, S} gives adequate information about the

surrounding objects. The positive slope of the arrow (S}) in the left plot says the

robot is going away (on average) from the complete group of surrounding

objects.

Sm

t {+1 time t {+1 time

Figure 3.4. Comparision of differential estimators based on integral position
estimators and maximum (minimum) position estimators.Top, two consecutive

situations of an agent in its environment. Bottom, the slope of the arrows
represent the value of each kind of differential estimator.



3.4 Tuning Reinforcement Function parameters

Once the elementary constraints have been identified, the value of the

parameters associated with each elementary constraint must be computed. This

steps represents an important consumption of time for the designer because, this is

carried out by means of trial and error. Thus, a parameter tuning technique is

especially useful here. The initial assumption is based on the existence of a

relationship among the values of the parameters and the proportion of positive,

negative or null reinforcemcnts during the exploration phase of the learning.

An agent that does not experience positive rewards dun'ng learning

(although the +1 element is in the image of the RF), will not be able to carry out

the credit assignment. On the other hand, if an agent only receives positive

rewards during its learning, it will not be able to select the state-action pairs that

should be part of its behavior. That is, all actions will be equally good and will not

learn a specific behavior. According to this, the following question arises: what

should the desired proportion for both types of reinforcement be, in order to

guarantee an appropriate exploration?

During the initial learning phase, the agent must intensively explore its

environment. Therefore, it is reasonable that the agent has a balanced proportion

of negative and positive rewards so as to generate a representative sampling of

the state-action pairs corresponding to each type of reinforcement. As the

learning proceeds, RL will tend to increase the proportion of positive

reinforcements and decrease the proportion of negative reinforcements.

Our hypothesis is that there are values of the RF parameters which

guarantee a proportion of each type of reinforcement during the random

exploration.
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3.4.1. Influence of the Reinforcement Function Parameters

With the aim of studying the Reinforcement-Parameters Relation, we have

conducted a series of experiments with a hypothetical robot having a group of u

proximity sensors. These experiments simulate the exploratory phase for the

learning of an obstacle avoidance behavior with the following definition of the

RF:

+1 if gl(s¡,..,.s'u)<9+ is true

RF(s¡,..,s,)= —l tf g2(sl,..,s,)>9_ is true
O otherwise

where (s'¡,..,s“) is the output of the sensors.

We have varied the values of 6+ and 0_ in steps of 0.01 along the interval

[ 0,1.1]. First, for g¡( ) and gz( ) the estirnator g(S(x)) was considered; given by

g(x) = xm+ b,

where m= —1/3, b: —5m, S(x) is a vector function defined in ER—>((s¡,...,s,

and x is the distance between the robot and the closest object (Fig. 3.5.a). For

values of x greater than 5 or lower than 2, the function g( ) saturates to 0 and 1

respectively.

For each pair of values, 1000 situations were generated randomly with a

uniform distn'bution and in each case the amount of positive (#r+) and negative

(#r_) reinforccments were computed. (The amount of null reinforcements is

obtained straightforwardly).

Then, the experiment was repeated but with a new definition of the

estimatorg(S givenby

g(x) =1_ e(—m.r+b)

where m = —4/3 and b = —Sm(Fig. 3.5.b). For values of x greater than 5 or lower

than 2. the function g( ) saturates to 0 and 1 respectively.
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Fígure 3.5. Sum of negative rewards (#r_) vs. the value of 9_ for 1000 randomly
generated situations (uniform distribution) using linear and non-linear sensor
transfer functions (top and bottom respectively). Notice that, for values of 9_
greater than 1, no penalties are received since the function saturates g( ) to 1.

In Figure 3.5, the #r_ value varies between O and 1000. If 9_ is small, the

agent receives a lot of negative rewards and #r_ will be large. The extreme case is

when EL is O. As we decrease 9_, the total amount of negative rewards #r_

grows. It must not reach 1000, otherwise the agent would only receive negative
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rcwards. On the other hand, there must exist a value of 9_ for which #r_ is null,

otherwise the RF value would not depend on the sensor values (1.0 for these

experiments). The same also applies to #r+ and 9+ (of course, considering that the

order relation in the constraint gl(s¡,..,s, )< 6+ is inverse to the order relation in

82(5'1a..,su)>9-).

According to the displayed graphs, there exist values for 9+ and 9_ which

respect the desired proponions of positive and negative reinforcements. Let T( )

be the transfer function of the sensors such that s = T(x) , where s is the output of

the sensors and x the distance to the obstacle. We can see g¡(s) as

o . _l .
g¡(s)=g¡(T(x))=gl(x). If (gl) ( ) exists. the value of 0+ wrll have an

associated value 9; in the domain of gl. ( ) given by

e: =(m9,).

Let Dmax be the maximum distance in which the robot can perceive an

object, the 9: value defines the interval (0: ,Dmax]where the robot will receive

positive rcwards.

As each situation in the experiment was chosen randomly with a uniform
a * I

distribution, the probability that one situation falls mto the zone (9+.Dmax] IS

———D”“v‘_ 6+ which is also the probability that the agent receives positive rcwards.
Dmax

Then,
ü

max-0#r+=k_D___+
Dmax

where k is the number of generated situations. So, we can write #r+ and #r_ as
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(1) #r_=k(‘g;;DM ,max

,g. l

#r+=kDmax
Dmax

Summing up, if the distribution of situations during a pure random

exploration is uniform and the estimators (functions g( )) have an inverse, the

relation between the amount of positive (and negative) reinforcements and the RF

parameters can be modeled by means of equations 1 and 2. Also, there are values

of these parameters that guarantee a desired proportion of each kind of

reinforcement.

3.4.2 Linear relation between reinforcements and Reinforcement Function

parameters

Let us consider now, the class of RF where the positive rewards and

negative rewards are each associated, with a simple constraint

+1 if gl (sl ,..,su ) < 6+ is true

RF(sl,..,s,,)= —1 tf gz(sl,..,s,,)>8_ is true.
O otherwise

Under the condition of uniform distribution during exploration, we showed

in the section 3.4.1 that the relation between r'einforcements and parameters of the

RF can be modeled by means of the knowledge of the estimators g¡( ) and gz( )

’ . " _l . .
(eqs. 1 and 2). In particular, if g¡( ) is lrnear, (gl) ( ) rs lrnear, too, and then

there exist mg._¡ and bg” such thatl l

max_b+mg:" +bgl'")

Dmax

D
(3) #4 =k =m9++b
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-knl ul o_l
where m: 8‘ and b: k- 8‘

max max

Similarly,

(4) #r_ = m'9_ + b'

‘knl o_¡ o_l
whcrem'= 82 andb'=L

max max

Equations 3 and 4 show the strong dependency of (#r+ vs. 9+) and (#r_

vs. 6L) with the functions g¡( gz( ) and T( This is a particular case of

monotony in Rcinforcemcnt Parameter Relation given by the linear relation.

Let us call p+, p_ and po the desired values (ideal ratios) for the observers

#r+ #r_ #ro . . . .
T, —t—an These observers indicate the proportion of remforcements

resulting from the current value of the parameters in the RF.

Now, we consider the following function z(t):

_ #r_(t)
_ #r+(t) '

During the exploration part of the learning phase, z(t) should be as close

A0

as possible to ¿. This means:
P+

#r_ (t) _) ¿7; .
#n (t) ¡2+

We have seen that if gf( ) and g;( ) are linear, then we can write #r+

and #r_ using equations 3 and 4. Assuming that the ideal ratios are reached, we

havc

k _ 0_m'+b'
p+ 9+m + b '

(5) i (b—b') = 9_m'—p—_9+m.
P+ P+
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On the other hand, we have

(6) max It = 9_m'+b'+9+m+# r0

where #ro = maxlt.(1—p+ - p_) and max]: is the maximum number of iteration

for the exploration phase.

Solving the system formed by equations 5 and 6, we obtain:

(7) 9_=M, andma

9 =nlaxlt'p+(p+_p-)_2
+ (P+-p_) m.

Summing up, we have described here a method to compute, before the

learning phase, the parameters used in the RF under the assumptions that the

compositions of the functions gl( ) and g2( ) with the sensor transfer function

T( ) are linear and the distribution, during the exploration phase, is uniform. The

values of m and b are obtained analytically.

3.4.3 Non-Linear Reinforcement-Parameters Relation

Most of the time, the g( ) estimators in the constraints of the RF are non

linear and/or the distribution of the situations during the exploration phase is not

uniform. Then, the Reinforcemcnt Parameter Relations for positive and negative

reinforcements are unknown and it is not possible to apply the previously obtained

expressions (eqs. 7 and 8).

However, since these relations have the monotonícity property, we could

adjust dynamically the value of the parameters. So, we would obtain the desired

reinforcement proportions during a pure exploration. Under the same class of RF

considered for the linear case, we derive an algorithm for carrying out this task.

The idea is to produce changes in the value of the parameters 6?+and 9_ in order

to move the observer’s values towards to the expected ones. That is,
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#r # _ #
7+ _, p+ and Tr _>p_ (whichimpliesé —>po)

Since the value of these observers is unknown during exploration, they

should be estimated based on the information received by the agent. To this end,

two variables #rf‘ and #r_Alare defined. They are the numbers of positive and

negative rcwards occurring in the last At iterations (At is an integer value).

The principle of the Update Parameters Algorithm (UPA) described in

#r+
figure 3.6 is the following. If the value of the estimator is greater than p+,

#rf‘
then we have to change the value of 9+ to obtain a value of closer to the

desired value p+, in the next iterations. If the relation between #r+ and 0+ is

monotonically increasing, a negative value (A9+) is added to 9+. In the opposite

case, A9+ must be positive. The same applies for 9..

In each iteration, the values of #rf' and #r_“ are updated using the last At

values of #r+and #r_ (each value of the reinforcement signal at time t is denoted,

by r').

A particular situation occurs when a parameter value is updated so that it

# r+N

Atcomes very close to the ideal value. Let us suppose that, at time t, >p+, then

9+ will be updated according to A9+ and the sign given by the characteristic of the

Reinforcement Parameter Relation (monotonically decreasing or monotonically

# r1“
At

value of 9+. In this case, the next update of the parameter should have the

increasing). If, before updating, <p+, this means that UPA crosses the ideal

opposite sign. Besides, in order to facilitate convergence, each time a change of

, #r+Al
srgn occurs ((Ar+—p+ —

At —p+ ]< 0), the value of A9+ is decreased according

to the value k¡.



lnitialization:

Define e, k, kl and k2 (0< k¡,k2 <1),
Define the values of p+ and p_,
Choose some initial valuefor 9+ and 9_,
Set the initial stepfor A9+and A9.,

l. Compute #rf’ and #r_A‘as

#rf’ = É5(ri ,1)
i=r-At

l .

#r_A' = 25(r‘,—1)
i=t—At

#rf’

2. If (Ar+- p+ —p+]< 0 then AB+=k1A9+
#rA'

If (Ar_ —p_ A; —p_ < o then A9_ = k2A9_

# Al

3. Set e+ = e+ —sign[ Z; - p+ ]ae+

_ #r_N

Set 9_ = 9_ + .s'tgn[ At —p_ }&9_

4. Store in Ar+ and Ar_ the current values of the Observer estimators,
#rA‘ #rA'

A _ + ; A __ ‘
r+‘ At r ‘ At

5. If dun'ng k iterations
# A' #r_A'

2; —p+ < e and At —p_ < 8; (where e >0 and small)

then stop
else go to l.

Figure 3.6. Update Parameters Algorithm.

The change of sign condition is tested in step 2 of the algorithm using the
Al#r
+t . The samevariable Ar+ , which keeps the information of the last value of

applies to 9_.
UPA stops updating the parameters when the observer’s value is close

enough to the desired proponions for both kinds of reinforcement. Formally

# r_Ar

At

#rf'
At

— < e and - _ < e durin k iterations[7+ p g

where 8 is a small positive real number.
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3.5 Dynamical Tuning of the Reínforcement Function Parameters during

Learning

The role of UPA, as it was described in the previous section, is to

guarantee an appropriate proportion of positive and negative reinforcements

during exploration. However, once RL is activated, the proportions will change as

the learning progresses. In this section we discuss the possibility and utility of

simultaneously using UPA and RL.

Thc strategy of using UPA during learning (Dynamic-UPA) is to control

the probability of obtaining rewards and penalties during exploration using an

evaluation of the performance measure. For this purpose, it is necessary that the

ideal proponions p+ and p_ aproaches the expected values corresponding to a

completed learning process. That is, p + close to 1 and p_ close to 0.

In standard approaches, if the probability of obtaining a positive

rcinforcement is fixed and small, the probability of exploring successive states

from one that had an unfortunate election of actions during the exploration (with

associated penalties) will also be small. Hence, it will unnecessarily delay the

learning process. Instead, the way in which Dynamic-UPA facilitates or not the

exploration of new states does not depend exclusiver of the time or of a value of

probability dccaying along time, but of the capacity of the learning technique of

improving the learning performance.

The probability of rewards and penalties are controlled by changing the

size of the subsets in the RF partition (positive and negative subsets). If #r—+ is
t

lower than p+, then Dynamic-UPA produce an expansion (increases the size of

. . . # + .

the posmve subsets). If Instead, + lS greater than p+, then UPA produce a

contraction (decreases the size of the positive subsets).
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At the beginning of learning most of the rewards come from exploration.

. # r +
To achieve approaching p +, Dynamic-UPA must produce an expansion of

the positive sets. An analogous situation occurs with the negative reinforcement.

As the learning progresses, the exploitation of previously rewarded pairs (during

. . #r+
the exploration) produce an increase of . Therefore, Dynamic-UPA change

the value of the RF parameters to contract the positive subsets.

Thus, Dynamic-UPA controls, by means of the expansion, the exploration

of pairs that lead to states close to a solution and, by means of the contraction, to

select those that are closer to it.

Let us study the relationship between the contractions and expansions of

#r+ . . .
the subsets. We assume that the value — lSclose to the desued value p+. This

t

situation could be due to very large positive subsets, or to a behavior close to the

#r+. r . . . . .
solution. Let — be an estimation of , where r lS the number of posmve

n

rewards gathered during the last n iterations If, during the next iteratíon n+1, a

. . . . . r + 1 .

reward ISobtained, the new estimation of the Observerw111be Instead, if an

. . . . . . r

null or negative remforcement lS obtained, the new estimation becomes 1n+

Both produce a change of the value 8. The former will produce a contraction

while that the latter will produce an expansion.

Now, we want to know how the Observerwill be affected. Let (LS-L]n n

. . r r .

be the magmtude due to contraction and (———Tl] be the magmtude due ton n

n-2r
n(n+l)'expansion. We can express the substraction between them as Since,

#r+
is close to p+, then 2r>n. Therefore, the expansion effect is more important

than the contraction one. That is, null or negative reinforcements produce a more
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significant change than the rewards. Thus, if the estirnator is in a damped

oscillation, then the learning process is in a convergence phase (systematic

delivery of rewards due mainly to exploitation). If instead, the estirnator is in a

non-damped oscillation, then the learning process is mainly in a exploration

phase.

Summing up, we have shown how UPA modulates the exploration of

positive (and negative) rewarded pairs by means of mechanisms of expansion and

contraction regulated by the success, or not, of the exploitation process. Also, we

have shown a way of checking if the association between UPA and the learning

technique, is in a phase of convergence or in the middle of the exploratory period.

3.5.1. An example of Dynamic Tuning

Let us consider a simple example to illustrate how the mechanism

described above works. A robot is learning an obstacle avoidance behavior. It has

three sensors, one at the front and one on each side (each one 90 degrees to other).

The RF is

+1 ¿f 81(s",s"‘)>9+

RF(S',S'")= -1 if g2(s')>9_
0 in otherwise

3 3

where gl(s',s'“)= EL?!" —s,Ï)and g2(s')= XS: .
í=l í=l

The situations are represented by a vector of three elements, and the

actions are represented by a scalar value (the deviation angle with respect to the

current direction of the robot). Since the state-action space is continuous a

clustering technique should be used. The representative situation and action values

(s and a) of each cluster are updated in each iteration by

33!“ = p (s —3; )+ 3*;
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5;“ = 05+(a4, —ñ} )+ (if a reward is received), and
N:
ai

= a_(1—a,” - ñ} )+ 5} (if a penalty is received),
«+i
a!

where (1+, a_ and ,B are learning constants; ñï and are the representativeJ

values of the cluster j at time t; j is the cluster index; and aefi is the action carried

out, which is normalized on the interval [0,1]. Exploration is carried out by

choosing randomly an action value between -90 and 90 degrees (with a uniform

distribution), but with a probability that decays with time.

Figure 3.7.a shows a situation where the robot is close to an object. The

solid arrow indicates its orientation and the dash line indicates the optirnal action

(relative to the RF definition). The gray cone shows the region of possible actions

leading to a positive reinforcement. The angle (size) of this region depends of the

value 9+ (this is an equivalent representation of the corresponding positive

subset).

//////////Á //////////Á
Front Front

Figure 3.7. A three-sensors robot close to an obstacle. The solid arrow represents
its current direction. Dashed arrow represents the optimal action (relative to the

RF definition). Gray cone represents the set of action associated to positive
rewards. The angle of the cone depends of 0+.

If the initial value of 0+ is such that the angle of the gray region is small,

too few actions will be positively rewarded, if any. Then Dynamic-UPA changes

the value of 9+ producing an expansion of the proximity set (note that: the angle

of the gray cone is not necessarin extended around the optima] action). (See Fig

3.7.b). This increases the probability that actions close to the Optimal one are
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positively rewarded. Thus, two facts occur:

1. a more frequent updating of the actions associated with the cluster, and

2. an increase in the quantity of positive rewards.

Since the updating rule has the property of converging towards the mean of the

aefleaive values (including the initial action value associated to the cluster - in

our case is the null value), the action associated with the cluster should be closer

to the optimal one.

Let us suppose now, the proportion of positive rewards is greater than the

desired value. Then, Dynamic-UPA will change the value of 6+ producing a

contraction. So, a lesser number of actions will receive a positive reward, but they

are closer to the optimal action. Thus, the updating of the action value associated

to the cluster will be less frequently but more precise.

Summarizing the presentation of this example, the use of Dynamic-UPA

during learning produces an expansion-contraction process, which modulate the

exploration of positive (and negative) rewarded pairs. It results in an improvement

of the performance due to an increase of the probability of positive reinforcement,

and an adequate tuning of the action value associated to a cluster.

3.6 Summary

We have introduced the basic concepts of a RF Design methodology and a

method to tune RFs allowing the designer to obtain RF parameters. We have

proposed the use of parametrized constraints in the RF definition in order to

characterize the situation-action space partition. Usually, this constraints are

relations between one parameter and an state variable estimation function. Thus,

we have considered two kinds of function estimators (position and position

change) and we suggest what would be their use in application problems, in

particular on the Robot Learning field.

Also, we have proposed a general RF expression which agrees with our

presented RF design process, and we have given some examples of instantation.
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Then, we have introduced two methods to tune the RF parameters based on a class

of the RF definitions. These methods deal with the problem of obtaining a

representative exploration —certainly a mandatory step to speed up learning and

convergence.

Finally, we have considered the possibility of using the Update Parameter

Algorithm to help the convergence of the Q-Learning technique. The goal of this

approach is to control the probability of obtaiing good (positive reinforced)

situation-action pairs during exploration while the agent learns the desired task.



Chapter 4

Experiments with a robot arm

4.1 Introduction

The use of Reinforcement Learning in order to synthesize behaviors for

robot arms has antecedents in the works of [Tham, 1993, 1994] or [Martín and

Millán, 1996,1997]. This type of robot presents specific difficulties compared to

the more conventional mobile robot:

1. The area of work is not only fixed by the environment but also by their own

mechanical limitations.

2. In general, the system of sensors is not prepared to perceive the environment,

but its own internal state (sensors in their joints).

3. The kinematics and spatial form imply severe restrictions in the selection of

the actions to be taken. For example, the action corresponding to avoid an

obstacle must not only consider the location of the end effector but also the

configuration of the arm, that is, the location of all the links in space.

Taking into account the above considerations, we have carried out a series

of experiments with the robot arm Escorbot ERVII. In the next section of this

chapter we describe the neural implementation used for generalization and

memorization. In section 4.3 we describe a series of experiments where we study

the computation of the RF parameters for the recognition of the workspace. In this

case, the relationship # r+/it. (and #r-lit.) vs. value of the RF parameters is linear.

Finally, in section 4.4, we study a more general case of workspace recognition in
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the presence of obstacles. The proposed RFs use integral estirnators for distance

(first definition of the RF) and differential estimators for speed (second definition

of the RF). Both definitions result in non-linear relationships #r+/it. and #r-lit. vs.

value of the RF parameters and require the use of UPA.

4.2 Neural Implementation

We have used RBF networks for approximating the Q-function during

learning. This technique of approximation has already been depicted in chapter 2

and our implementation is based on its clustering property. Each hidden unit

represents a region of the space of situations. This region is defined by a gaussian

activation function. The center of this radial function is adjusted during learning

according to the situation-action pairs (visited by the robot) that fall into its

receptive field. The learning algorithm includes a growth technique. Initially the

network does not possess hidden units - they will be added according to the

gathering of new situation-action pairs. The architecture of the network is shown

in Figure 4.1. There are as many output units as elements in the action vector, the

number of input units is related to the dimension of the situation vector plus one,

corresponding to the Q-value. The actions are represented by the connections wa

between the hidden layer and the output units. The situations and the Q-value are

represented by the connections between the input and hidden layers (ws and wu

respectively). A hidden unit is added when a new situation is presented to the

network, which does not belong to any receptive field of the current hidden units.

The receptive field is given by

—(x-w,)'(x—w,)

Yi = e 02

where x is the current situation and Q-value, y,. is the activation state of the

hidden unit i and o is the gaussian function deviation (the same for all units).
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Figure 4.1. Architecture of the neural network. The number of hidden units is
modified during the learning phase according to the situations visited. A hidden

unit is added when a new situation does not belong to any of the existing receptive
fields of the hidden units. The output al and a2 are the components of the action

vector a. The inputs sl and s2are the components of the situation vector s. Q is
the Q-value associated with the pair (s,a).

Let i* be the index of the winner unit (i.e., to the unit with maximum

output activation - if there is a tie, the one with the least index is chosen), x’ the

new situation entered after executing a in x, and r the reinforcement signal. The

updating of the weights related to the reinforcement prediction error (AQ) is

given by:

wa(i*)= wQ(i*)+nQAQ,

where AQ = (r+}wQ (j *)—w¡Z(i *)) and j * is the winner unit when the situation

x.

is presented. w5(i *) and wu(i *) are updated according to

ws(i *) = ws(i*)+n(x —ws(i*)) and

wa(i *) = w.,(i *)+na (a —wa(¡*))sign(r + wí2(j *)— wo (i *)).

with(05n,na,na,o, [3,751).

The factor signlr+ wa(j *)—wa(i *)) in the wa update rule has the

following purpose: if the sigÁr+ wQ(j *)—wQ(i*))=1, the rule tends to reinforce

the enacted action, while if it is -1, it tends to reinforce an opposite action.
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4.3 Workspace recognition by learning the bound avoidance behavior.

Unlike mobile robots, robot arms must possess an explicit knowledge of

their workspace because they have spatial and mechanical restrictions [Craig,

1989], which impose limits on their actions even in obstacle-free environments.

We consider the learning of the bound avoidance behavior as an appropriate form

to obtain the workspace recognition. In this section, we present a series of

experiments carried out with two consecutive links of the robot Scorbot ERVII

(Fig. 4.2), both with rotational joints acting in the same plane. The joint sensors or

encoders of the robot have a linear output function regarding the value of the

perceived angles. We took advantage of this situation in order to evaluate the

method of computing the RF-parameters proposed in the section 3.4.2.

Figure 4.2. Scorbot ER VII. It has five axes, three for locating the end effector in
the 3-dimensional workspace and two for orienting the tool on the end effector.
Each axis has a DC motor driven by specific card in the control unit. The robot

also has five incremental encoders in its joints. Each motor can be activated with
an integer in the range from -5000 to 5000 traduced by the driver card from -24
volts to 24 volts. The encoders have a resolution of 0.004 °/count. The operating
range of the axis are 250°, 170°, 225°, 180° and 360° fiom axes 1 to 5 (beginning

from the base) respectively. The repeatability is 0.2 mm. The maximum workload
is 2000 grams and the maximum speed is 1000 mm/sec.

Each situation is represented by a vector of two elements (sbsz) where sl

and s2 are the encoder outputs of the joints 1 and 2 respectively. Each action is

represented by a vector (A91,A92), where A9l and A92 indicate the

displacements to be produced in each joint during its execution.
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The RF for the desired behavior is

“1 81(sl)<9— or 82(51)<9—

or g,(s2)< 9- or g4(s2)<9_
RF(S|’52)= +1 81(S|)>0+ or 32(S|)>9

or 83(sz)>9+ or 84(52)>0+
0 otherwise

where g¡(x) = x —IB“ g2(x) = SBl —x, g3(x) = x —182 and g4(x) = S32 —x.

IBI, SBl, IB2 and S32 are the lower and upper bounds of angles for joint 1 and

joint 2 respectively.

Each experiment consists of a series of movements in the workspace of the

manipulator. However, we only considered those movements carried out in a zone

known as the Hot-Region: the set of situations, in which the arm approaches

sufficiently close to its lirnits

1 if s,. e [IB,.,IB,.+a] or 8,.e [SB,.—a,SB,.]

HR(s¡ ,sz ) = '= 1,2
0 otherwise

where a is a threshold value controlling the size of the Hot-Region.

The action vector is obtained by adding a random component (that

decreases linearly during the whole experiment) to the action selected by the

Policy. Each movement is the consequence of applying the action vector. In this

way, the first movements will be characterized by a strong exploration

component, and the last by a strong exploitation component.

The first step was to compute the value of the parameters 9+ and 9., by

considering balanced values for the ideal proportions of positive, negative and

null rewards (p+ = p_ = po =}á).

Since the situations are uniformly distributed, the probability that link 1 is

in (IBl,IBl-9_) is whichcanbewrittenas Also,thea



probability that link 1 is in (SBl —9+,SB¡) is ¿(l-64]. Similar results area

obtained for link 2. Considering that, if the angle of link 1 is close to IBl, it is not

possible that the same angle is close to SBl; and the probabilities corresponding to

. . . # _
link 1 and to link 2 are independent, we can compute —r as #r' = 9' . We

#r+ #7; a _0+

#r_ p_ _ #r_ .
want to approach —. That lS,— has to approach 1. So, we obtain the first

#r+ P+ #r+

equation: a=0_+6+. Since the sum of desired ratios for each type of

. . . . 1

reinforcement lS equal to 1, we obtain the second equation: a-3=9_ -9+.

Solving the system for a = 0.3 gives 9_ = 0.1 and 9+ = 0.2.

The second step was to use Q-Learning (TD (0)), with the computed

values of 9+ and 9_, to learn the bound avoidance behavior. The lower and upper

limits imposed for the joints l and 2 were IB¡= 0.05, SB¡= 1.85, [82:24 and

SB2=1.33 respectiver (all values in radians). The values of the learning rate

constants in the weights updating rule of the neural network were 11:0.01,

Tlu:0-3, Tla =0-l, o = 0.5 and y =0.5.

Figure 4.3 shows three learning indicators. The first (box A) is the ratio

#overbounds/it. It is a measure of the robot performance in carrying out actions

only inside the workspace. The second indicator is the average of the distance (in

radians) obtained after each movement. The positive slope of the curve shown in

the box B indicates a correct learning evolution (i.e., each time distances are

farther away from the limits). The third indicator (box C) is the sum of

reinforcements and shows the suitability of the obtained behavior to the specified

RF.
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Figure 4.3. Indicators of the learning of the bound avoidance behavior. The RF
parameters were computed before the learning (9+=O.2, 9_=0.l).

Figure 4.4 shows the number of hidden units of the neural network during

learning. One can observe that more than the half of the nodes were added in the

first 300 iterations.

#hiddenunit

1000
iteratíons

1500 2000

Figure 4.4 Number of hidden units in the neural network during
learning of the bound avoidance behavior.
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We may suppose that an appropriate choice of the parameters is a key

factor in obtaining the desired behavior. Therefore, we carried out the 5

experiments depicted in figure 4.5. Plot a corresponds to the "Optimalexperiment"

carried out with the values of 9+ and 9_, already computed. The rest of the plots

corresponds to experiments with different parameter values from those used in the

"optimal experiment". In the plots d and e, the value of 9+ corresponds to a

smaller value of p +. This fact does not impede the learning, but it produces an

appreciable decrease of the learning performance (measured according to the total

sum of reinforcements) ovcr a limited number of learning iterations.

CDC-00"!”

Totalsumofreinforcements/it.

-o.4 I - I
o 500 1000 1500 2000

iterations

Figure 4.5. Evolution of the (total sum of reinforcements)/it. during 5 experiments
for the learning of the bound avoidance behavior.

(a) 9+=O.2, 9_=O.1 (d) 9+=O.25, 9_=0.1
(b) 9+=0.15, 9_=0.1 (e) 9+=O.25, 9_=0.15
(c) 9+=0.2, 9_=0.05

The plot b was obtained with a value of 9+ that increases the proportion of

positive reinforcements during the first phase of the experiment. This fact did not

produce a sum of reinforcements larger than that obtained with the “Optimal

experiment”. The plot c was obtained by reducing the proportion of negative
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reinforcements. It leads to an inadequate clusten'ng of the space of situations.

Therefore, when the cxploitation governs the learning phase (end of the learning),

the robot may exhibit an incorrect Policy in certain situations: slope change in the

plot c during the last 250 iteratíons.

The computation of the RF parameters for the linear case, with a balanced

ratio of positive and negative reinforcements, allows an appropriate sampling of

the situation-action space resulting in an effective clustering.

4.4 Workspace recognítion by the learning of bound and obstacle avoidance

behavior

In this section we consider the learning of bound and obstacle avoidance

behavior for the workspace recognítion characterized by the presence of obstacles.

The perception of the environment implies the robot arm has proximity sensors

along it. We use a set of virtual sensors. They follow a distribution similar to the

proposal made by [Martín and Millán, 1997]. Figure 4.6 schematizes the location

of the 13 virtual sensors. The transfer function of each one is defined as for

standard infra-red sensor. Their output are given by

r! d .. n

s,-=É [nfi } “W ,scopej=l

where i=1..13, N0,”, is the number of obstacles. d¡¡ and angÜ- represent the

distance and angle between the sensor i and the obstacle j. d,-¡ and angü are

considered only if the obstacle j is inside the operative field of the sensor i. The

parameters dm,pe and angmpe define the operative field of the sensors. There are

4 additional virtual sensors to detect bounds in the workspace of the sirnulated

arm. The output of these sensors is defined by

sM=(IBl+a-al)/a, sm=(IB2+a-a2)/a,
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s15= (ocl—SB,+a)/a and sn = (oc2—SB2+a)/a,

where IBI, SBI, IBZand S32 are the lower and upper bounds of angles for joints l

and 2 respectively, oc1and a2 are the angles sensed by the encoders of the joints

1 and 2, respectively, and oc is a threshold value. This type of situation vector

representation allows, after learning, the use of the obtained behavior in

environments different from that used during learning.

A sensor

S7

Figure 4.6. Distribution of the virtual sensors (filled triangules) along the arm.
Links 1 and 2 are in parallel planes.

Again, we have used 2 consecutive links of the Scorbot ER VII, both with

rotational joints acting in the parallel planes. While the representation of a

situation is given by a description of the 17 virtual sensor values, the

representation of the action is given by the vector angle changes in the joints

(AelAezl

We have performed a series of experiments. Each experiment consists of a

series of trials. Each trial is a sequence of 100 movements starting from a random

initial position. Each movement is the result of applying the vector (A91,A92) to

the joints of the manipulator. This vector is obtained from the current Policy plus

a random component (exploration) decreasing linearly as the whole experiment

continues. Learning and UPA algorithm are activated in the Hot Region which is

defined by

13 17

HRGWSÜ):1 if +Z4s¡]>0.5.í=l4

0 otherwise
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4.4.1 Using UPA to tune Reinforcement Functions based on integral
estimators

As we mentioned in section 3.3.1, if the performance of the desired

behavior can be expressed in terms of constraints on the distance (sensed by the

robot), then the integral estimators can be used as an approximation of such

distance in the definition of the RF. Based on this, we propose to study the

following definition of the RF for the bound and obstacle avoidance behavior:

+1 if g¡(sl,..,s”)<9,, is true

RF(s,,..,sl,)= -l if g¡(sl,..,s¡7)>0_ is true ,
O otherwise

,

where g¡(s¡ ,..,s¡7)=_ ls¡..=

Before starting the learning, we have used UPA in order to tune the RF

parameters. The values of the desired ratios of positive and negative

reinforcements ( p+ and p_) were 0.35 for both cases. The top of the figure 4.7

shows the evolution of the values of 9+ and 9_ dun'ng the execution of the

algorithm.

The slopc changes of the curves correspond to a change in the sign of AG+

(or A9_) because the observers Ar+/At (or Ar_/At) crossed the desired value p +

(or p_). The magnitude of the oscillations in the curve of Ar+/At (and Ar_/At)

vs. iterations are due to the expression of the estimator value. In order to obtain

such value, UPA records the reinforcements received in the last At iterations. If n

is the number of posterior iterations to the change of sign of A9+ (or A9_), the

new estimations of the observers will be obtained using At -n values of

reinforcement previous to that change. Then, as long as n does not approach A:

sufficiently, the estimator value of the observer will be influenced by the

mentioned problem. In order to attenuate this effect, we could diminish the size of
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the time window (At). However, if this value is very small, the estimation of the

Observer in each algorithm iteration will be very sensitive to the distribution of the

situations visited by the robot during the execution of UPA. In spite of the

described oscillations, if the values of A9+ (and A9_) are small enough (0.003 in

our experiments) and if the robot can carry out enough movements, both the

values of the observers and those of 9+ (and 9_) converge to a solution.

0.8 1

0.6 h

9+ 9’“
0.4 - - 0.5%

0.2 

0 ' o .
0 1000 2000 O 1000 2000

iterations iterations
a 0.8 1s é
+ 0.6 - '
¿1 a

0.4 - < 0.5

0.2 - 1

0 O
0 1000 2000 0 1000 2000

iterations iterations

Figure 4.7. Evolution of the RF-parameter values and of the Observerestimators
during the execution of UPA (before learning) (8 = 0.05 , k=50, k1=k2=0.9,

p+=p_ =0.35, A9+=A9_ =0.003, At:25).

We carried out the learning using the values obtained in advance by UPA

(9+ 20.56, 9_=O.76). Each experiment consisted of 20 trials. The left top of the

figure 4.8 shows the evolution of the indicator "amount of collisions over

iterations". A collision occurs when the robot bumps into an obstacle or exceeds

some of the imposed limits to the angles of its joints. The right top of the same

figure shows the evolution of the "average of the integral estimator of the

distance" between the robot and their limits or obstacles (the less this value, the

larger the distance). The bottom of the figure 4.8 shows the evolution of the "sum

of reinforcements" during learning.
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Figure 4.8. Learning indicators of the bound and obstacle avoidance behavior.
The RF parameters values are obtained in advance using UPA (9+ =O.56,

9_ =O.76).

The values of desired ratios of penalties and rewards, p + and p_, for the

execution of UPA (before learning), try to guarantee an appropriate proportion of

reinforcements during the initial phase of the learning (exploration). However,

these values are just tentative, and it is possible to find other pairs that lead to

appropriate learning. With the aim of showing that a reasonable range of such

pairs of values exists, we have conducted several learning experiments with

values of 6+ and 9_ obtained with UPA starting from different values of p + and

p_. Figure 4.9 shows the plot of #r+/it. for six pairs of values of desired ratios.

Plot a shows the previous learning experiment ( p+= p_= 0.35), for reference.

Plots b and c were obtained by varying slightly some of the two desired ratios. In

this set of experiments, both evolutions of the #r+/it. do not show appreciable

differences with respect to the plot a one.
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Fígure 4.9. Sum of positive reinforcements over iterations for 5 different
experiments changing the values of the RF-parameters. These were obtained

executing UPA for
(a) p+ =O.35, p_ =O.35, (d) p+ =O.75, p_ =O.15,

(b) p+ =O.45, p_ =O.35, (e) p+ =O.15, p_ =O.75,

(c) p+ =O.35, p_ =O.45, (Í) p+ =O.15, p_ =O.35.

Plot d corresponds to the case where the value p + was increased and

consequently, we observe a decrease of the value of p_ (0.75 and 0.15

respectively). Although this curve shows good performance during most part of

the learning process, there is a noticeable decline on the final phase. When we

carried out a test, using the obtained behavior, the robot bumped an appreciable

amount of times (85 times on a total of 1000 movements) while the remaining

experiments obtained behaviors that passed this test without collision. A

proportion of negative reinforcements too small during the initial phase of

learning, impedes a suitable generalization of the region of the workspace

corresponding to the states leading to a collision. Plots e and f indicate that a very

small proportion of positive reinforcements during the initial phase of the

experiment lead to a loss in performance, but it does not impede the learning.
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4.4.1.1 Using UPA during the learning phase

UPA generales values that are optimal for the action distribution

undertaken during the initial “random” exploration part of the learning - but not

during all of the learning. By definition, if learning occurs, it will change the

distribution. Dynamic-UPA allows the learning to have the best ratio of positive

and negative reinforcements. In this way, it can control the balance between

exploration and exploitation. If the exploration is poor with respect to the amount

of situation-action pairs found with a positive associated reinforcement; Dynamic

UPA will adjust the value of the RF-parameters in order to improve the proportion

of positive reinforcements during exploration. While this occurs. the learning

technique will exploit the gathered knowledge and consequently, it will increase

the proportion of positive reinforcements, and so on.

Therefore, the desired values p+ and p_ must be fixed by the

expectations of the performance to be reached at the end of an experience: pm“,

and p_¡¿eu, are defined as the desired proportion of positive and negative

reinforcements to be reached.

In order to show the relation between the learning technique and Dynamic

UPA. we carried out an experiment (20 trials) with the same definition of the RF

but with the values of the parameters initialized to zero. The top of figure 4.10

shows the influence of Dynamic-UPA on the values of 9+ and 9_ during

learning, while the bottom of the same figure shows the evolution of #'r+/it and #r

/it over the whole experiment. The desired values of p me“, and p_¡¿m, were 0.8

and 0.1 respectively.

Figure 4.11 shows the behavior of the “amount of collision over

iterations”, the “average of the integral estimator of the distance" and the “sum of

reinforcement” during learning with Dynamic-UPA. The performance obtained

(measured as the sum of reinforcements) falls slightly with respect to the learning

using initial values of the RF-parameters computed in advance by UPA (figure
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4.8). This is because Dynamic-UPA cannot instantly tune the parameter values

starting from null ones. So, the period of exploitation with stable values of 9+ and

.9_ is delayed, leading to a loss of performance.

This can be checked (figure 4.12) where Dynamic-UPA starts with RF

parameters obtained in the previous experiment (9+ =O.56 and 9_ =O.76). The

initial learning performance, with Dynamic-UPA, depends on the initial values of

the parameters, however once they have been stabilized, the performance tends to

reach its maximum value.

0.8 v 0.8
9+ 9

0.6 0.6 

0.4 - 0.4 

0.2 - - 0.2 

0 ' 0 '
0 1000 2000 0 1000 2000

iterations iterations
0.8 _

#r+/it. #r-ht.
0.6 - l

0.4 _ < 0.5 

0.2 

0 ‘ 0 '
0 1000 2000 0 1000 2000

iterations iterations

Figure 4.10. Evolution of the RF-parameters, #r+lit. and #r-lít. during learning
(Dynamic-UPA with p “de”,=O.8 and p_¡dm,=O.l) of bound and obstacle

avoidance behavior. The values of 9+ and 9_ were initialized to zero.
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Figure 4.11. Learning indicators (Dynamic-UPA with p “dm,=0.8 and

p_¡dw,=0.1) of the bound and obstacle avoidance behavior (the values of 9+ and

9_ were initialized to zero).
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Figure 4.12. Learning indicators (Dynamic-UPA with p WM,=0.8 and

p_¿dm,=0.1) of the bound and obstacle avoidance behavior. The RF parameters

are initialized with the Optimalvalues obtained in the previous experiment by
UPA (9+ =0.56 and 9_ =O.76, see Fig. 4.7).
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4.4.1.2 Analysis of the synthesized behaviors

With the objective of assessing the synthesized behaviors, we have carried

out an experiment where the robot moves in a greedy way. Figure 4.13 shows the

actions associated with a few of the hidden units of the ANN.

Each frame shows the robot configurations, maximizing the output of each hidden

unit. The segment on the end effector, shows the speed vector (in the Cartesian

space) produced by the action associated with each neuron. The frames B, D and

F of the figure represent the codified actions related to the avoidance of the fixed

limits for the workspace (UBl, UB2 and LBZ respectively). The frames A, C and

E correspond to the avoidance of an obstacle.

During the test, we have counted each hidden unit’s maximum activation

(frequency of maximum activation). Also, the average variation of the integral

distance estimator is registered. The hidden units, with a frequency of maximum

activation greater than zero, have a positive associated Q-value (11 of the 13 units

are associated with a positive Q-value as shown on the figure 4.14). The bar graph

shows that an increment of the distance (to a limit or to an obstacle) is produced in

all the cases, although the unit 4 produces only a small displacement. This

situation is reasonable because the RF does not reward the way in which the robot

should avoid the obstacle but, only the fact that the action carried out leads to a

region where the distance estimator is below the threshold value. However, it

could be desirable that the robot avoids the limits of its workspace or obstacles,

with a small number of actions. Thus requiring a minimum variation of the

distance integral estimator.



i’üilüflfllflNHIH

E F

Figure 4.13. Representation of the actions associated with a few of the units of the
neural network. The longest segments represent the links of the manipulator. The
smallest segments at the end effector represent the speed vector in Cartesian space
(the circle indicates the beginning). The speed was obtained by transformation of

the actions using the kinematics jacobian.
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Figure 4.14. Average of the variation of the distance estimator for each one of the
hidden units associated with a positive Q-value. They were obtained after learning

the bound and obstacle avoidance behavior (UPA active and initial values
9+=O.56 and 9_ =0.76).

4.4.2 Using UPA for tuning parameters in a RF based on differential

estimators

To complete the RF expressivity, we defined a second RF based on

differential estimator of the distance to obstacles:

+1 if g](si,..,s{7,s{"1,..,sí;l)< 9+ is true

RF(s{,..,s{7,sí”1,..,s{;l)= -—1 if g2 sí,..,s{7 >9_ is true ,
0 otherwise

17 17
t t t-l t-l t t-l t l t

where g¡(sl,..,s17,s¡ ,..,Sl7 )= ECS}--S¡ )and gz (81,",5‘17):2.9,- .
¡:1 ¡:1

First, we have executed UPA with values of desired ratios

p+ = p_ =0.35, and have obtained the values of 0.04 and 0.71 for 9+ and 9_

respectively. Then we conducted an experience of 20 trial putting the found values

into the RF. Figure 4.15 shows the evolution of the “amount of collision over

iterations”, the “average of the integral estimator of the distance” and the “sum of

reinforcement”. The final values of #r+/it. and #r-/it. are 0,767 and 0.05

respectively.
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Figure 4.15. Learning indicators of the bound and obstacle avoidance behavior
using differential estimators in the RF. The values of the parameters were

obtained in advance using UPA (9+ =0.04, 9_ =O.71).

Figure 4.16 shows the average of the differences of the integral estimator

for each one of the gaussian units associated with a positive Q-value. Contrarily to

figure 4.14, these values satisfy the introduced constraint in the RF

(g1 ,..,s{7,s{_l,..,s¡';l)< 0.04).

With the obtained values of 6+ and 9_ we executed the learning process

again, but in this case with Dynamic-UPA. The values of p “de”, and 114ml were

the obtained proportions of #r+lit. and #r-/it. (0.767 and 0.05) in the initial

experiment (without Dynamic-UPA). Figure 4.17 shows the evolution of 9+, 9_,

#r+lit. and #r-lit.during this second experiment (40 trials).
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Figure 4.16. Average of the distance estimator difference for the hidden units
associated with a positive Q-value. They are obtained after learning of the bound

and obstacle avoidance behavior using differential estimators in the RF. The
values of the parameters correspond to the execution, in advance, of UPA

(9+ =0.04, 9_ =O.71).
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Figure 4.17. Evolution of the RF parameters, #r+lit. and #r-/it. during learning
(Dynamic-UPA with p Hd“, =O.767 and p_¡dw,=0.05) of the bound and obstacle

avoidance behavior. The values of the parameters are obtained in advance using
UPA were 9+=0.04, 9_ =O.7l.

As the values of p + and p_ are equal to the obtained values by #r+lit. and

#r-lit, Dynamic-UPA compensates the incremth of the performance, by

increasing 9_ and decreasing 9+. This way, it produces a more effective behavior

- a behavior with faster reactions for escaping. Figure 4.18 shows the average of

the integral estimator variation for each one of the gaussian units associated with a

positive Q-value. Most units codify actions with an average greater than the value
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reached during learning without Dynamic-UPA (9+ =0.15. See Fig. 4.16). This

fact shows the impact of Dynamic-UPA over the learning.
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Figure 4.18. Average of the distance estimator variation for the hidden units
associated with a positive Q-value. They were obtained through the learning phase
(Dynamic-UPA with p Mea,=0.767 and p_¿¿ea¡=0.05). The initial values of the RF

parameters corresponds to the execution, in advance, of UPA (9+ =0.04,
9_ =0.71).

Figure 4.19 illustrates the result of several actions during the greed-yuse of

the obtained behavior in an environment different from that used during learning.

The location was changed as well as the sizes of the obstacles. Collision during

the 1000 movements of the experiment was not detected.

Summing up, UPA can be used before and also during Q-leamíng. In the first

case, UPA is restricted to obtaining an appropriate proponion of positives and

negative reinforcements for the initial phase of the exploration. In the second

case, Dynamic-UPA allows adjusting the proportion of positive and negative

reinforcements during learning, and in this way, can modulate the trade-off

between exploration and exploitation and optimize the synthesized behavior.
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Figure 4.19. Representation of the actions associated with diverse units of the
neural network obtained after learning with Dynamic-UPA of the bound and

obstacle avoidance behavior. Differential estimators were used for the RF. The
obstacles were changed (location and size). The values of the parameters were

obtained in advance using UPA (9+ =0.04, 9_ =0.71). The longer segments
represent the links of the manipulator. The smallest segments on the end effector
represent the speed vector in Cartesian space (the circle indicates the beginning).

The speed was obtained by transformation of the associated actions using the
kinematics jacobian.
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Chapter 5

Experiments with a mobile robot

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe a series of experiments carried out with the

Khepera mobile robot. Khepera is a rniniature robot (55 mm in diameter and

35 mm in height). It can receive commands via an RSZ32 channel (up to 38400

bps) or work in an autonomous way controlled by programs which can be loaded

into its memory and executed by a 32 bit CPU with a 16 Mhz microcontroller. Its

sensing system comprises: 1) eight infra-red transmitter/receiver pairs along its

perimeter (fig. 5.1) which can detect obstacles up to a distance of 50 mm (10 bits

resolution); and 2) two encoders associated with the wheels (a precision of 12

counts per millimeter). The speed of their motors can be set in the integer range

[-10,10]. (More details can be found in [Mondada, Franzi & Ienne, 1993]

[Mondada and Franzi, 1993]).

Figure 5.1. The Khepera robot. 1 to 6 are the front sensors. 7 and 8 are the rear
sensors. In black, the two wheels.
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With the aim of reducing the problem dimensionality, we have chosen to

represent the actions of the robot by scalar number representing the robot

dcviation angle (instead of using a vector of wheel speed). In this way, each action

is followed by a forward movement in the selected direction. This type of

representation is used in robots such as the Nomad 200. Detail of how it is used to

conduct similar experiments to those described in this chapter can be found in

[Santos and Touzet, 1998] [Santos and Touzet, 1999].

We have studied two behaviors: obstacle avoídance and wall following. In

the first case, our interest is the comparison of two RF definitions, which use

constraints based on different position estimators. In the second case, we focus on

the interest of using UPA during Q-Learning (Dynamic-UPA) and its relation

with the clustering process.

5.2 Neural Implementation

We have used RBF networks for representing the Q-function. The whole

strategy is similar to one used in the experiments of Chapter 4. The growing

algorithm used to obtain the hidden units has been slightly modified to allow a

more precise representation of the situation-action pair space. Also, since the

space of actions has decreased to dimension 1 (the turning angle), we have

changed slightly the weight-update rule.

Figure 5.2 describes the use of the network as an associative memory to

obtain the value of the action a associated with a situation s. As we are looking for

the cluster with higher associated Q-value, the input to this algorithm will be s and

1 respectivcly. If a new hidden unit must bc added, then its connection weights

with the inputs will be initialized using the situation vector s; the Q-value

component will be initialized to zero. The connection weight corresponding to the

action will be initialized with a random value between 0 and 1.
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Input : situation s and Q-value q

Step 1. Choose the value i* of the index i such that
2

-((s-w,)'(s-ws)+|(q-wQ)/2t ]/ozi* = argmax y¡ = e
i

Step 2. If yr. is greater than the acceptance_threshold

action = wa (i *)
else

Add a hidden unit.

Figure 5.2. Using the RBF neural network as an associative memory. The factor
V2in the second term of the exponent of e is due to the Q-value range ([-l,1]). The

sensor values are normalized between [ 0,1]. The values of the

acceptance_threshold and 02 define the generalization degree of the network.

The figure 5.3 describes the weight-updating rule for the conducted action

a starting from the situation s, receiving the reinforcement r and the Q-max value

of the new situation is noted q.

Input : situation s, action a,
Q-max of the new situation q, and the reinforcement r.

Step 1. Choose the value i* of the index i such that

i* = arg max{e-((S’WxHs’wsHa‘Wulz)/02}l

_ __ I __ _ 2 2
Step 2. If e ((5 w‘) (5 W‘Ha w“l )/° is greater than the acceptance_threshold

WQ(í*)= WQ(i*)+11Q(r+Yq - WQ(i*))

ws (i *) = ws (i *)+ 115(s - ws (i *))

if r is positive
Wa(i *) = wa (i *)+na (a - Wa(i *))

if r is negative
Wa(i*) = Wa(¡*)+rla(1'a - Wa(i *))

else
Add hidden unit.

Figure 5.4. Weight update rule. 110,115and nQ are the learning rate constants for

each kind of update (0<na ,ns ,nQ <1).
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If a new hidden unit must be added, then the situation component of its

connections with the input will be initializcd using the situation vector s. The Q

value component will be initializcd with the received reinforcement r. The action

weight will be initializcd with the value of a. Figure 5.5 describes how to compute

the expected maximum Q-value for the new situation.

Input : situation s.

Step l. Choose the value i* of the index i such that

—((s-—w,)'(s-w,)+|(1—wQ)/42]/o2t*= argmax y¡ = e
i

Step 2. Return as Q-max the value of wQ(i *)

Figure 5.5. Neural network use to obtain the Q-max value of a new situation.

For all experiments discussed in this chapter, the learning rate constants

are na =0.2, T|S=0.01 and nQ =0.5, o =0.4 and the acceptance_thereshold=0.1.

5.3 Obstacle avoidance behavior synthesis

The obstacle avoidance behavior is characterized by the robot reactions

when one or more obstacles appear in its surrounding. A typical expression of

what one could hope of this behavior is represented, for example, by the

Braitenberg strategy [Braitenberg 1987].

We have rehearsed two different RF definitions during the RL scheme

implementation. In both cases, these are similar to those used by [Sehad, 1996]

and [Touzet, 1997b]. The objective is to compare the definition obtained starting

from two different position estimators: integral and maximum.

In order to carry out the learning, we have endowed the robot with two

reflexes:

Reflex l: tf there is no sensor signal then moveforward, and

Reflex 2: tf a collision is detected then undo the last forward step.
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The Reflex 2 will onlv be active during learning and it will be removed

during testing.

In the first series of experiments, we use the following robot position

estimator: l

6 8

p = XSÍ +225} ,
i=1 i=7

where S¡ is the sensor output i and the factor 2 in the second term are used in

order to compensate for the non homogeneous distribution of the sensors along

the perimeter (fig. 5.1). So, the RF definition is

+1 if g1(st,s’_1)< 9+
RF(s‘,st_l)= —1 if gg st >9_ ,

O otherwhise

.MaH
h-d

where g1(st,st_1)=
t t-l 8 t t-l t 6 t 8 t

(S¿-S¡ )+22(s¿- —s,- )and g2(s )= zsi +22si.

Figure 5.6 shows the behavior of the parameters 9+, 9_ and of the

observers during UPA execution before learning. The desired values of negative

and positive reinforcements are p+ = 0.3 and p__= 0.3.

1 3

9+ 6
2
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iterations ¡(Nations
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# ’41.“ # r+At
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0.5W 0.5
0 0

O 200 400 600 0 200 400 600
iterations iterations

Figure 5.6. Evolutionof 9+, 9_, #rft/At and #rÉt/At duringUPA execution
before learning (A9+ =0.02,A9_ =0.02, k1 = k2 =O.9 and p_ = p+ =O.3).
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With the values of the parameters obtained (9+ :0.2, 6_=l.80), two

groups of experiences were carried out (5 using only Q-Learning and 5 using Q

Learning with Dynamic-UPA). In the first experiment the learning was prolonged

for 500 iterations, and in the remaining 9, only for 200 iterations (enough to

synthesize an appropriate behavior). During Dynamic-UPA, p+ideal and p_¡dea¡

were set to 0.5 and 0.1, respectively.

Figure 5.7 shows the results of two representative experiments of each

group. The left top part shows the evolution of the index "number of collisions

over iterations". The right top part of the same figure shows the evolution of the

"average of the integral position estimator" (the lower this value, the higher the

distance from the robot to surrounding objects). Finally, the bottom part of the

figure shows the evolution of the sum of the reinforcements during learning.
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Figure 5.7 Evolution of the Q-Learning (with the parameter values computed
previously by UPA) and Q-Learning with Dynamic-UPA (dashed line). The RF is

defined using integral position estimators. #C/I is the number of collisions over
iterations, AD is the average of the integral position estimator and SR is the sum

of reinforcements. p+ideal=0.5 and p_¡¿ea¿=0.1 while UPA was active.

In the second series of experiments, we use the following robot position
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estimator:

ñ ="¡fxiïi

So, the RF definition is

+l tf gILl‘l,.S"_l)< 9+

RF(sl,s'_l)= -1 if g2 s' >9
0 otherwhise

start-1):pastas-t) att):mas}.
The parameter values obtained by UPA execution were 9+: 0.04 and

6_=0.94 (A9+ =0.02,A9_ =0.02,k1 = k2 =0.9 and p_ = p+ =O.3). Figure 5.8

shows the evolution of two representative experiments (taken from two groups of

5 experiments in each case) using on one hand, Q-Learning (with the parameter

values computed previously by UPA), and on the other hand, Q-Leaming with

Dynamic-UPA.

205MÍ 1
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0 200 400 600 0 200 400 600
itcrations iterations
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400- Qwith dgía/jj
200- y/‘j Q d

o ¡”ya
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
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Figure 5.8 Evolution of the Q-Learning (with the parameter values computed
previously by UPA) and Q-Leaming with Dynamic-UPA (dashed line). The RF is
defined using maximum position estimators. #C/I is the number of collisions over
iterations, AD is the average of the integral position estimator and SR is the total

sum of reinforcements. While UPA was active, p+¡dea¡=0.6 and p_¡dea¡=0.1.
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5.3.1 Evaluation of the synthesized behaviors

We compared the synthesized behaviors of both types of RF definitions

testing them in the arena shown in figure 5.9 (here is shown only the initial part of

the trajectory followed by the Khepera during the complete experiment). During

the test, the maximum and the sum of the sensors were recorded for each iteration.

Table 5.1 shows the average and standard deviation of each sample. The averages

(of the maximum and the sum) for the RF definition with maximum estimators are

slightly greater than the ones for the RF definition with integral estimators. In

both cases, no collision was detected. However, it is not possible to draw

conclusions about the performance of each behavior from the value of the\ \
o\ [Ü E
o o

Figure 5.9 Trajectories followed by Khepera during the obstacle avoidance test.
The behaviors were obtained from definitions of the RF with integral position

estimator (left frame) and maximum position estimator (right frame).

standard deviation.

Estimator used in the Sensor maximum Sensor output
RF definition average sum average

Integral 0.74 (0.26) 1.69 (0.83)
Maximum 0.70 (0.27) 1.54 (0.89)

Table 5.1 Two performance measures of the behaviors obtained with two different
RF definitions. The arena is showed in the figure 5.9. The averages were

computed using the complete set of visited situations during the experience
(betweenparenthesis is the stande deviation) .
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Then, we define a more constrained environment with the aim of

highlighting the differences between the synthesized behavior using both types of

RF definitions. We use an arena, whose free surface is sharply reduced compared

to the one used during learning, and add small, more difficult to detect, obstacles

(fig 5.10).

Figure 5.10. Scheme of the arena used during a new test of the behaviors
obtained. They correspond to RF definitions based on two position estimators:

integral and maximum. The big circle represents Khepera. The two smaller circles
(8 mm) are the obstacles.

During the test using the behavior synthesized from the RF definition with

maximum estimators, the robot does not collide with the obstacles. Instead, during

the test using the behavior synthesized from the other RF definition, the robot

eollides when it tries to avoid a small obstacle (small circles in figure 5.10).

However, it does not collide with big ones (in this case, the wall).

This fact agrees with our expectations about the utility of each kind of

estimator. The maximum estimator (in the RF definition) allows the robot to learn

behaviors that are more precise when the action to be carried out depends on a

small region of the environment. On the other hand, if the environment has no

characteristics that require precision, no difference between behaviors is shown

(in both cases there is no collision).

Figure 5.11 shows the representation of some situation-action pairs

corresponding to the connection weights of the RBF hidden units (clusters) used

in the trajectories of figure 5.9. The network obtained has 41 hidden units, of
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which 29 have a positive associated Q-value and ll of them a Q-value greater

than 0.7.

1
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Figure 5.11. Representation of the situation-action pairs encoded by the RBF

network. The network was obtained using Q-Learning with Dynamic-UPA and
the RF was defined using maximum position estimator. The numbers on the

horizontal axis of each box indicate the component of the situation weight vector
(one for each sensor). The vertical axis indicates the value each component. On

the right of each box the direction deviation of Khepera is represented (the value
of the angle is expressed in degrees).

5.4 Wall following behavior Learning

The wall following behavior has been studied by several authors with

several approaches. For example, [Glorennec and Jouffe, 1996] use a set of fuzzy

rules where the election of the consequent part is tuned by Q-Learning. A similar

contribution is due to [Godjevac and Steele, 1998] who propose a neuro-fuzzy

controller based on RBF networks. Also, [Donnart and Meyer, 1996] obtain a

behavior for surround interposed objects toward the objective (in the context of a

more complex task) using the MonaLysa structure: a hicrarchical classifier system

organized in modules (one of them is for reinforcing the "force" of each rule in the

system, based on a measure of internal satisfaction of thc agent). We have not



been able to locate any report, in the literature, of the synthesis of this behavior

using exelusively RL techniques. We proposc a RF definition for learning the wall

following behavior (on the right-hand side) using the Khepera robot.

The RF definition is:

the robot will be rewarded tf it movesparallel to the wall, and

the robot will be punished if it goes away front the zone where the right sensors

can detect the wall.

The formal expression is

+1 if g¡(r',s‘_l)< 9+
RF(s',s‘-‘)= —1 ¡f gz " < e_

0 otherwhise

where g¡(s",.s"_l)=’s¿ —s¿_ll and g2(s')= sé.

In order to eonduet the learning, we have endowcd the robot with two

reflexes:

Reflex 1: tf there is no sensor signal then rotate 20 degrees (clockwise)

l'and moveforward, and

Reflex 2: if a collisíon is detected then undo the last forward step.

These reflexe will nl active durin learnin and the will removed

MEME

First, we used UPA to obtain the values of 9+ and 9_ setting the

proponions ol' desired positive and negative reinforeements to p+ = p_ =O.2.

Figure 5.12 shows the behavior of the parameters, # rf' /At and #r_A'/At during

UPA execution.
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Figure 5.12. Evolutionofthe 9+, 9_, #rft/At and #rÉt/At duringthe
execution of UPA for tuning the RF corresponding to the wall following behavior

(A9+ =0.02, A9_ =0.02, k1 = k2 =0.9 and p_ = p+ =O.2).

While an appropriate value was found for 6+, one was not found for 6_

(the problem persisted when increasing the p_ value). The reason is that, during a

purely exploratory phase, it is not very likely that the robot reaches positions with

sensor 6 close to the wall. The plot of #r_At/At vs. iterations shows a particular

situation: even as small as possible there is no value of 9_ which allows UPA to

obtain a proportion of negative reinforcements below l/2. In this case, it is not

possible to find values of the parameters that preserve a balanced ratio between

negative and positive reinforcements with the guarantee of a minimum proportion

of null reinforcements.

A group of 10 learning experiments using Q-Learning was performed.

Each one last 2000 iterations and the parameters values were 9+=O.3 and

6_=0.001 (9_ could not be zero or the robot will never receive a negative

reinforcement). In all cases, no acceptable behavior was obtained. We say that a

given behavior is acceptable when the Khepera could follow a wall on the right
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hand side holding the difference {sé—¿"á-1‘"close" or below 9+. That is, the robot

should not bump against the wall nor should sensor 6 have a null output.

However, from these experiments we got that p+maximum=O.4. That is to say, the

maximum feasible expected proportion of positive reinforcements using this

technique of learning. We decided to use Q-Learning with Dynamic—UPA,

initializing 9+ at 0.3 and 0_ at 0.001. Figure 5.13 shows the evolution of #r+/it.

and #Ïjit- (P+ideal:0-4 y p-ideal :0'2)'

0.6 I

#n/it.
0.4 r

0.2

U0 500 1000 1500 2000

iterations
1 I I Ï

#rjit.0.5 _
o t l l
0 500 1000 1500 2000

iterations

Figure 5.13. Evolution of #n/it. and #rjit. during learning of the wall following
behavior using Q-Learning with Dynamic-UPA (9+=O.3, 9_ =0.001, p+ideal=0.4

and P-ideal :0-2)v

In 6 of the 10 experiments carried out we have obtained acceptable

behaviors. Figure 5.14 shows the trajectory of the Khepera after learning in two

environments (at right, the learning environment).
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Figure 5.14. Testing of the following behavior synthesized by Q-Learning with
Dynamic-UPA. Left, with a circular wall. Right, in the learning environment.

We have conducted a group of 5 additional experiments setting p+idea1

and p_¡dea¡ at 0.3. All behaviors obtained are acceptable. We have recorded, for

. - t t-l A: t t-l
each 1teration, the values of |s6—s6 l, 9+ and #r+ /At. ls6—S6 i as an

indicator of the quality of the actions performed (the actions must allow the

Khepera to keep a constant distance with respect to the wall). 9+ and #rft/At

are useful to observe the behavior of Dynamic-UPA. Figure 5.15 shows the

evolution of these registers (corresponding to an experiment taken from this

group). During the first 1500 iterations, UPA carried out a continuous process of

expansion and contractions (of the positive subsets). #rft/At vs. iterations,

shows many variations but the actions performed during exploitation do not match

the desired Policy well (see plot of Jsá—sg’1‘ vs. iterations). Starting at iteration

1500, decrements of 9+ (contractions) are accompanied by the exploitation of

positively reinforced situation-action pairs which match the desired Policy well.

That is, #rft/At can maintain its value around p+ideal while the difference

‘sá"Sá-l‘ shows a tendency to decrease. This fact occurs due to a systematic

election of actions that join robot positions with, each time, more similar readings
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of sensor 6. Figure 5.16 shows the same effects but the curves in the plots follow

the inverse evolution.

0.5

#rf'
At

o l I l
0 500 1000 1500 2000

¡terauons

Figure 5.15. Evolution during learning of lsá —-¿{5-1, 9+ and the performance

measure ( # r+At/ At ).
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Figure 5.16. Evolution during learning of Sá, 9_ and the performance measure

(# r1”/At ).
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5.4.1. Analysis of the synthesized behaviors

The synthesized behaviors could be studied of two forms:

l. by observation of the behaviors during testing, and

2. by analysis of the neural network connection weights.

Figure 5.17 shows the trajectory followed by the Khepera in a new

environment.
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Figure 5.17. Testing of the synthesized wall following behavior. The environment
is different from the one used during learning. The initial and final positions are

located in the top left comer.

Figure 5.18 shows the evolution of sensor 6 output and the angle value

(action) during this trajectory. The positive peaks of the curve in the bottom plot

correspond to situations where the walls change direction rapidly

(counterclockwise). The negative ones correspond to the opposite situations. The

strategy achieved by the Khepera to turn left (change counterclockwise to the wall
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direction) is different from the strategy to turn right. When the wall changes its

direction clockwise, the Khepera can keep its distance with respect to the wall

constant, producing a circular trajectory (Figure 5.19.a shows the ideal trajectory).

In this case, it is enough to apply small right turns. However, when the wall

changes its direction counterclockwise, the Khepera cannot keep its distance with

respect to the wall and its trajectory cannot be parallel to it (Figure 5.19.b). In this

case, Khepera needs to apply large-enough left turns. In this behavior, the largest

left turn is (approximately) four times the largest right turn.

0 500 1000 1500

Testing itemlions
30 .

20

7€ 

¿gb? 10
E '-—‘ o

_1 l l
C0 500 1000 1500

Testing iterations

Figure 5.18. Evolution of the angle value and sensor 6 output during testing. The
registers correspond to the trajectory shown in figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.19. Trajectories of a circular mobile robot when the wall changes its
direction: a) clockwise and b) counterclockwise. In the case b) the robot cannot

keep a parallel trajectory on the right-hand side.

Figure 5.20 shows a representation of the situation-action pairs

corresponding to the connection weights of a few of the hidden units. The network

has 113 units of which only 32 are associated with a positive Q-value (11 with a

Q-value greater than 0.5). Boxes A to C represent actions that allow the Khepera

to hold a parallel trajectory. The difference between the vector component value

corresponding to sensor 6 in box A and B is hardly 10 %, however it implies a

change in the sign of the action (a new cluster had to be created by the network

growing technique). In box C, the component corresponding to sensor 5 shows a

marked increment with respect to the ones in box A and B. It means that the

Khepera has lost its parallelism with respect to the wall and it must turn left to

correct its direction. Boxes D and E correspond to situations where the Khepera is

close to a dead-end hall (bottom corners of the figure 5.17). The values of the

vector components in box D indicate the Khepera is closer to a wall direction

change than in the case of the box E. So, the angle represented in box D is greater

than the one represented in E. Box F represents a wall direction change

counterclockwise. Boxes G and H represent correction actions because the

Khepera is, either very close or very far from the wall (these are, typically, used

when the direction of the wall changes clockwise).
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Figure 5.19. Representation of the situation-action clusters encoded by the
network during a Q-Learning with Dynamic-UPA learning of a wall following

behavior. The numbers on the horizontal axis of each frame indicate the
component of the weight vector. The vertical axis indicates the scale of the

component values. On the right of each box the direction deviation of the Khepera
is represented (the value of the angle is expressed in degrees).

Summing up: the parameters of the proposed RF for wall following cannot

be tuned using UPA (before learning) because it is not possible to guarantee an

ideal ratio of positive and negative reinforcements during the pure random

exploration phase. The use of Q-Learning with Dynamic-UPA allows us to

overcome this fact. The test of the synthesized behaviors in several environments

shows that 1) the robot holds the difference lsá —sá'll less or equal to a threshold,

and 2) sensor 6 always has output values greater than O(or another threshold). The

analysis of the cluster components shows use of the network- growing algorithm

is well funded.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have focused our research on the Reinforcement

Function Design issue. Wc have differentiath two stages during the design. The

first depends on the human capacity of translating the semantics of the task to be

learned (usually specified in a natural language) into a set of simple constraints.

We have separated the constraints according to the type of state variable estimator

on which they act, in particular: position and velocity. The second requires the

tuning of a set of parameter values, which allows us to obtain the final expression

of the function. We have called this set the RF Parameters.

Our major effort has bcen the proposal of methods to obtain the values of

these parameters. Using a particular, but representative RF expression, we have

studied, during the exploration phase of learning, the relation between the Sum of

each reinforcement type and the RF parameters. For linear relations, we have

proposed an analytic method to obtain the RF parameters values (no

experimentation required). For non-linear, but monotonic relations, we have

proposed an algon’thmic method: the Update Pararneter Algorithm (UPA). We

have shown that UPA can efficiently set the proportion of negative and positive

reinforcements received during the exploratory phase of the learning. Finally, we

have proposed using UPA during learning. Dynamic-UPA allows the whole

learning process to maintain a desired ratio of positive and negative rewards.

Thus, we introduce an approach to solve, for the first time, the exploration

exploitation dilemma - a necessary step for efficient RL.

We have carried out a series of experirnents with real robots (a robot arm

and miniature mobile robot) using RBF neural implementations with a growing

technique. The results obtained during the experimentation confirm the utility of
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UPA to tune the RF parameters and also that Dynamic-UPA helps the synthesis of

behaviors using Q-Learning. As an example, we have synthesized a wall

following behavior with an original definition of the Reinforcement Function

using Q-Learning and Dynamic-UPA.

Finally, there is not doubt about the convenience of having a technique to

endow agents (and in particular robots) with Reinforcement Learning. Until today,

there was no methodology allowing the designer to spend considerany less time

and efforts to obtain the Reinforcement Function for a given problem. For

example, in one of the experiments described here, the Khepera mobile robot uses

less than 45 minutes to obtain the wall following behavior, including the RF

Parameters tuning —instead of weeks. The RF involved was built using only two

constraints. We believe that this simple case is a good illustration of how RF

design impacts RL applications.

6.1 Future research

We would like to be able to formulate a completely automatic method for

generating the Reinforcement Function starting from a formal problem

specification and an elementary set (defined in advance) of state variable

estimators. The development of this method involves the following stages:

1. Definition of a formal language for the specification of Reinforcement

Learning behaviors; and formulation of a methodology that allows to derive the

constraints in the Reinforcement Function given a set of possible elementary

state variable estimators (that would be a part of the specification). The

constraints associated with each type of reinforcement would be a list of

constraints related by logica] operators (as we have proposed in the RF General

Expression).

N Definition of a methodology to obtain a structure formed by simple

Reinforcement Functions (RF with only elementary constraints) starting from a



b.)

¡—¡

E"

complex RF. That is, each type of reinforcement should be associated to a

single constraint, instead of a list of them. This methodology also would be

useful to obtain a decomposition of complex behaviors into the simpler ones.

In fact, there is always a trivial way to construct a set of such simple RFs

starting from the situation-action pairs belonging to a given behavior.

. Study a strategy to obtain the Reinforcement Function estimators based on a set

of elementary ones. In a way similar to the one used for the parameters in the

Reinforcement Function tuning, we think that we could propose a method for

estimator tuning for the simple constraints. For example, tuning the coefficients

of a linear combination of a set of elementary estimators.

Also, we suggest two possible items to be studied:

the possibility that the RF parameters can be functions of the current agent

situation, instead of having the same value for all them,

the exploration of new options for the Observer estirnators of #r+/it. and #r-/it.

based on smaller time windows (the idea is to have observers more sensitive

to the distribution of the situations during the exploratory phase of the

learning).
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